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ARMISTICE SUNDAY

HEARD CAMERON BECK

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Winslow-Holbrook Post, No. 1,
American Legion will observe Armis
tice Sunday tomorrow by attending
the Congregational Church, and it
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In extends an invitation to all patriotic
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula bodies to join in the observance.
tion and very reasonable.
Meet at the Legion hall at 10 a. ni.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Sunday to attend in a body. The
The Rockland Gazette was established
in 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab following organizations are asked to
lished and consolidated with the Gazette attend.
in 1882 The Free Press was established
American Legion
in 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
American Legion Auxiliary.
March 17, 1897
■
—
Sons of the American Legion.
Veterans of Foreign Wars.
♦
*•
■»
You can onlymake others
•» ] Veteran of Foreign Wars Auxiliary.
•«.
better bybeing good yourself
•••
Spanish War Veterans.
»—Hugh R.
Hawels
•••
Spanish War Auxiliary.
Grand Army of the Republic.
Ladies Relief Corps.
Sons of Union Veterans and Aux
AN AGED VOTER
iliary.
National Guard and Kickapoo.
Mrs. Clara Maddocks of Owl’s
All ’ veterans and allied bodies.
Head counted her 93 years as
Editor
WM. O. FULLER
Associate Editor
FRANK A. WINSLOW
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THREE CENTS A COPY

IN KNOX COUNTY COURT

Volume 91.................. Number 134.

SAILING OF A PIRATE SHIP

The Will To Do Work Well Stressed In Lecture Plaintiffs Win In Two Civil Cases—Eighteen Schooner William Bisbee Leaves Home Port To
Feature the Gasparilla Carnival
By Distinguished Speaker
Indictments Found

The two negligence cases of Mar- ( was nol prossed and South pleaded
guilty. He had already served three
Bringing to a close a series of ap who gave the speaker a spontaneous I guerite E Norwood vs. Tony Cohn
1
months and 10 days, and Justice
pearances in several Maine high ovation at the conclusion of his stirr and Harold F. Niles vs. Tony Colin
Beliveau imposed an additional
schools. Cameron Beck, director of ing address.
were tried together yesterday after- :
three months with the remark that
the New York Stock Exchange Insti
The second speaker to be intro noon. The cases concerned an acci- 1
the young man would have be°n
tute, delighted a large audience at duced was Dr. Milton D. Proctor who dent which occurred Sept. 26 1936,
placed on probation but for the use
the high school auditorium Thursday talked on the proposed legislative on Broadway, Route 1, at the inter
of the knife. Frank A. Tirrell was
night with his talk “Leadership for bills which will be presented to the section of North Main street. Mr.
assigned to South's defense.
Tomorrow.1’
next legislature, relative to Maine's Niles was the owner of a 1932 Chev
State vs. Clarence DeCoste charged
A welcome was extended the as need in educating her children.
rolet truck, and Marguerite Nor
with assault upon Wesley Knight.
sembly by Rockland's new superin
He asked his audience to carry wood was a passenger in the truck.
Oct. 8, and the larceny of 25 cents
tendent of schools, George J. Cum away these facts, that Maine Is the Miss Norwood claimed damages for
The good old three-master schoon her schooner rig will give way to
from this person.
ming, who in turn presented Frank lowest New England state in per bodily injuries and Niles claimed
State vs. Anders Christensen, alle er William Bisbee hauled out into the square rig with yard arms from
A. Winslow as chairman. Mr. Wins capita support of education and damages to his car and for loss of
gation
of adultery.
stream in the fading light of yesterday which the pirate crew may hang
low, expressing some hesitancy in thirty-fifth- In per capita support use of his car. A verdict was ren
their victims.
State
vs.
Charles
W.
Jones
of
afternoon, and something akin to
accepting due to the fa;t that he was among the states of the nation, al dered for plaintiff Norwood in sum
The William Bisbee has a gross
Rockland,
allegation
indecent
ex

a newspaper man and not an "educa though Maine Is twenty-fourth of $45 and for plaintiff Niles in the
real tears stood in the eyes of the tonnage of 309, a net tonnage of 200
naught Tuesday when she went to
posure.
tor." introduced in his characteris among the states in financial ability sum of $200. Harry E Wilbur ap
the Town House and cast her vote War veteran, and the mother of
Llewellyn K Blackington of Rock men who stood on Snow’s wharf and measures 134 feet over all.
tically pleasing manner the speaker to support schools.
peared for plaintiff, and Frank A.
Miss
Ella
Maddocks
who
was
Maine'3
straining their eyes seaward.
In 1932 the Snows sold the craft
for Landon and Knox. This ven
land,
allegation indecent liberties.
of the evening.
“The only states that give less Tirrell, Jr. represented the defend
Built
by
I.
L.
Snow
&
Co.
34
years
to
Capt. Charles R. Trynor of Easterable voter is the widow of a Civil first woman selectman.
State vs. Lyndon Carr of Wash
The Institute, with which Mr. Beck support for education than Maine,’' ant.
ago, she held a worthy place in port, who used her for a while in
ington,
allegation
of
indecent
lib

has been connected for 28 years, has he said, "are certain southern states
• • • •
that firm's splendid fleet, and to the offshore trade. He recently sold
erties.
: an enrollment of 2700 students com- that have a burdensome negro prob
day. after knocking up and down her to Victor B. Bendix. a ship and
Eighteen indictments were re
State
vs.
Anders
Christensen
and
I Ing from all parts of the country, and lem of education and generally pro
the Atlantic coast in all sorts of freight broker, who bought her in
I these embryo financiers are given as vide no free textbooks or school sup turned by the grand jury, which Gladys Neilinggaard, both of Green
weather she would get almost as good the interests of the Gasparilla Car
completed its labors mid-afternoon wich. Conn., allegation adultery.
rigorous a training as that offered plies."
Thursday.
State vs. Ludwig Bolkernlck alias a rating as when she was in her nival.
| in any school of business admtnis“If the 8tate School Finance Bill
And this begins a new chapter in
Nine of the bills were against a Ludevick Volernick and Joseph F. prime. Her timbers are staunch
! tratlon in the country. Into his of- Is passed, adequate schools, efficient
A Smash Hit With a Brilliant Cast
prominent Washington man, Harold Dubay. escaping from the Maine and sound and she would have been the hooker's history.
j fice come thousands of young men. Instruction, healthful surroundings,
Directed by .ADELAIDE CROSS
good for many a day in the coastwise
She sailed away yesterday In com
I eager for a chance to become mem- and reasonably good equipment for B Kaler. who is charged in five of State Prison, the former Oct. 8, 1935,
trade, if the coastwise business had mand of Capt. William H. Davis, a
them with embezzlement of town and the latter Nov. 30. 1932.
1 bers of his organization, and it is Maine boys and girls, no matter who
Auspices of Parent-Teacher Association
funds in the respective amounts of
The traverse jury was impanelled not practically vanished as far as former resident of Georgetown, Me.,
through these contacts plus a wide or where they are, will be assured,"
Benefit Milk Fund
who now resides in Medford, Mass.
$296.08 (July 20. 1933); $65 (Nov. 25. Thursday afternoon with Charier sailing craft are concerned.
i experience gained by his travels he stated.
Yesterday she sailed away on a The mate is Arthur Holland of East1932; $600 (May 8. 1933); $67 13 Murphy of Friendship as foreman.
throughout the country that Mr.
At the conclusion, several questions
queer mission—to be a make-believe port. the other members of the crew
j Beck wove a vivid tapestry of human were asked by members of the audi (Aug. 31. 1933); $968 60 (March 15. The other members are: Mrs. Ethel
1935).
He
is
named
in
four
other
Anderson,
Camden;
John
A.
Babb,
i
Pirate ship working two hours a being Raymond Robinson. Frank
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
j relationship.
ence regarding the raising of the
indictments
as
having
forged
the
enWashington,
Mrs.
Clara
L.
Crockett,
j
year.
A strange mission. Indeed, but Littlefield and James Stewart of
Illustrating the points of his talk money and the actual amounts which
Curtain &.15
dorsement
of
F.
L.
Ludwig.
George
j
R
Oc
ki
anc
i
;
William
C.
Gleason.
'
she
possessed
the exact qualifications Eastport.
from actual incidents and experi would be received by Rockland. Cam
RESERVED SEATS 40r. NOT RESERVED 25c
The Gasparilla Carnival is held
Ripley. Olendon Creamer and Archie union; Miss Mabel Pottle, Rockport; desired by "Ye Mystic Krewe of
ences
with
young
people,
he
projected
den.
Rockport,
Thomaston
and
South
Tickets checked at Chisholm's Candy Store and at the High Schoo!
Lenfest to checks ranging in j josie Robbins, Hope; William E Gasparilla," a non-profit corporation from Feb. 1 to Feb. 3, and when you
a most sincere and earnest appeal to Thomaston.
Tuesday. Thursday and Fridaysee the pictures in the movies don't
High School, 3.30 to 4.30. Chisholm's 3.30 to 6.00
the adults of his audience to realize
These two speakers, brought here amounts from a few dollars to $60. Robinson, Isle au Haut; Mrs. Eva G i which annually celebrates Gasparilla
forget that the pirate ship with its
134-135
An
indictment
was
brought
against
sleeper
go
U
th
Thomaston;
AugusDay
in
Tampa.
Fla.
the unbounded opportunities which under the auspices of the Maine
Arriving there the vessel's bottom swarming crew of 120 men was once
I lie open to them to lend a helping Teachers Association, left with the Ellen P. Fuller for assault, with a (us p Snowman, Rockland; Charles
the schooner William Bisbee, sailing
j hand to the younger generation.
citizens, parents, and pupils of this dangerous weapon upon her husband E williams. Vinalhaven; Alvaro will be metal sheathed as a protection against the wood-destroyers between Rockland and Southern
Mr. Beck stressed the ever great section a wealth of constructive Ernest C. Fuller June 19. 1936, at Young Cushing.
The supernumeraries are William which lurk in tropical waters, and ports.
importance of the old fashioned material and Information on how to their summer home in Union. Ful
virtues, especially the will to do work give the Maine boys and girls a better ler. who was at that time principal A. Glover, Rockland; Mrs. M Milli- j ----- ------ ------------------------------------of Crosby High School in Belfast, cent Gregory. Rockland; David Mills
I well, and cited many cases of the start.
triumphant emergence of courage
Several selections w’ere rendered was shot twice, and was a patient at Camden; Mrs. Lucy Smith. St
and
perseverance
in
the
face
of
by
the high school orchestra which Knox Hospital for a number of George; and Chauncey Snowdeal
Sponsors
great handicaps.
Is this year being conducted by Miss weeks, his life hanging in the balance Owl’s Head.
for a time Mrs. Fuller was sent to
His tribute to the late Dr. Condon, Elizabeth Hager.
Excused, Jetson F Dyer of North
the hospital in Bangor for observa- Haven and Fred Dyer, Warren.
1 so well kftown throughout the countton No official report has been
j try In educational circles, as a life
iTHE ROTARY CLUB
Ireceiwd concerning her condition,
long friend and colleague, was of es
Justice Beliveau paid a visit to the
but it is understood that she will
pecial Interest to his listeners, many
Congressman Moran Tells of be brought to Rockland during the State Prison Wednesday afternoon,
of whom have had the privilege of
accompanied by Clerk of Courts MilGov. Louts J. Brann. unsuccessful the reelection of Senator Wallace H.
the New Merchant Ma term.
hearing and knowing this distin
ton M. Griffin. They were shown Democratic candidate for United White. Jr., (R) of Auburn, who de
rine
Bill
Other
indictments
reported
Thurs

guished educator when summering in
through the "Big House by Warden gtales senator in (Maine's Sept. 14 feated Brann by 4-648 votes, and ex
By
Friendship.
day were:
Ted Johnson, the inspection being ___ _____ ________________________ tended his “sincere congratulations"
Congressman
Edward
C
Moran
Carrie Williams Fowler
Lane South of Bristol. Tenn., al of special interest to His Honor as
Mr. Beck's own vivid personality,
to White.
Jr.,
was
guest
speaker
at
the
Rotary
leging assault with a dangerous it was his first vtsit there.
added to the essential human quali
“I have no desire, nor have I ever
UNIVERSALIST
Club
yesterday
and
gave
the
memweapon on Clarence Allen at Vinal
ty of his subject matter, made a
had a desire, to obtain any public
VESTRY
*
strong Impression on his hearers i bers an enlightening summary of the haven July 25. 1936
South was
Former State Senator H. C Buzzell
office except by the clear-cut and
' new merchant marine bill, which he arraigned after the grand jury re
of
Belfast was a visitor at Court
ROCKLAND
decisive mandate of the people,"
believes will work successfully if ad- ported and was asked to state his
Brann said.
OSTEOPATHIC CLINIC
| ministered in the same spirit in case. The alleged assault occurred Thursday afternoon sitting in at one
of those informal sessions in the law
50 Mato Street,
Thomaston which it was drawn. It definitely
The Chief Executive said if he
at a dance, and was provoked, the library when stories old and new are
Thorough Examination, Careful
could
have “followed my personal
substitutes
direct
subsidies
for
meas

Time, 2.00 P. M.
Treatment and Surgery
respondent said when Allen struck
wishes, f should have made this
ures which in the past have amount him three times because he under told. Senator Buzzell has a fine as
Every Tuesday 8 to 11 A. M.
ALL FOOD GIVEN AWAY
sortment of old, while Rodney I.
statement sometime ago." "However''
This clinic has been operating with ex ed to subsidies under mail contracts.
took to enter the dance hall without Thompson can always be counted
cellent results (or a year and a half, for
he said, “it seemed the wiser course
EVERYONE WELCOME
people who cannot afford the usual phy Mr. Moran spoke extemporaneously. buying a ticket.
The “dangerousician's charges.
to defer this until after the national
J which he was especially qualified to J
(Continued on Page Six)
weapon" portion of the indictment
election."
I do on this particular bill which he
Brann said he trusted Senator
I studied so intensively since he has
White "will render six years of dis
I been a member of Congress. He
tinguished service to the people of
believes the bill will be a benefit to
Maine."
|
this
country
in
peace
or
war.
M
Gov. Brann indicated in his state
la'tnke
Landon
George J. Cumming the new su-’
State
Roosevelt
ment he intended to return to private
111
25,674
perintendent of schools, became a Alabama ..........................
166.02(1
life and his law practice at the
3,070
memher of the club yesterday, by j Arizona ............................
32,326
83.256
conclusion
of his second term as chief
transfer from the Houlton club.
16.291
Arkansas ..........................
74,042
Gov. Louis J. Brann makes the manly executive in January.
656,057
A majority of the members will at California ........................ 1,391,882
move which his friends in both
He said he was “deeply apprecia
145,449
tend the annual banquet of the Colorado ............................ 233,183
parties had hoped to see him make. tive of the intense loyalty" of the
23,002
278,110
Chamber of Commerce Monday ‘Connecticut
381,374
men and women in the Domocratlc
54,409
night, along with the other local I ■ Delaware
69,966
election, decided yesterday not to Party and the "thousands of men and
service clubs.
68,530
Florida .............................
213,219
142 have a recount of votes or to “carry women in the Republican Party as
34,533
At the meeting Nov. 20 Rev. Dr Georgia
243.880
the matter to the United States Sen well."
72,158
64,760
John Smith "Lowe will deliver a i Idaho
................
120.098
ate for Congressional investigation. | He expressed his hope that his
697,583
Thanksgiving message.
Indiana ..........................
931,836
as many of my friends have urged.'' successor, Lewis O. Barrows, "will
15,593
457,699
Next Friday "ladies' night" will ba Iowa .................. ...............
579,096
Simultaneously. Gov Brann signed meet with that same loyal coopera
386,538
observed at the Congregational ves Kansas .............................
448,543
the official certificate certifying to tion."
347,085
try with supper at 6 30. This will be Kentucky
503,739
7,545
a joint meeting with the Damari j Louisiana
.........
73,625
7,315
166,983
scotta, Camden and Belfast clubs 'Maine
.........
124,620
participating. The speaker will be I 'Maryland
230,090
..........
388,714
120,733
Bryant Hopkins, hydraulic engineer •Massachusetts
7692214
..........
941,701
58,214
| in charge of the Kennebec water Michigan
669.838
..........
965,964
A lease on various kelp beds in Philadelphia to get the equipment in
53,666
shed. Pictures of last spring's floods Mir.nesota
275,153
539,148
Penobscot Bay was issued to the W. readiness.
will be shown.
713
..........
21,683
Mississippi
H. and L. D. Betz Co., of Philadel- I Actual manufacturing process will
8,736
Dr. C. H. Jameson was the only Missouri ........................... 1,098,090
687,756
start in the early spring. Certain
visiting Rotarian yesterday. Among 1 Montana ..........................
1.214 phla and Rockland by the Governor chemicals w,„ be ex(racted from thp
29,042
79,531
12,240 and Council in Augusta yesterday, kelp to be used in a nationally
the guests were Justice Albert Beli- Nebraska .......................... 336,265
238,324
veau and Court Reporter Comfort h Nevada .............................
8,119
This lease will assure the concern of gnowp product that has been mar20,307
3,523 a protected supply of kelp with which keted by the company for years.
103,626
"New Hampshire
106,221
714,928
It can operate its local plant. The
____________
'New Jersey ...................... 1,081,972
94,456 legal end of the proceedings were
53,584
94,456
New Mexico
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
2,151,689
handled by Judge Zelma M. Dwinal
3,258,851
New York
Of Camden
1 lf 1 had my life to live again I would
132,695
465,541
North Carolina
have made a rule to read some poetry
^7 /2L
11,840
30,527
With all plans completed the con and listen to some music at least once
65,877
North Dakota
The loss of these tastes is a
129,128 cern expects to start installing ma alossweek.
1,128,507
1,764,959
Ohio ...............
of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
200.291
chinery in early December. L. D
416,830
Oklahoma
LOYAL
19,533 Betz in charge of local operations You will be glad. I know
108,059
231,419
Oregon
WEDNESDAY
I stand before you aud'say;
1,682.124
and engineer Ed Ross left today for When
2,327,618
Pennsylvania
"I have not bowed to Baal.
But
kept
the way
18,201
124,816
166,667
Rhode Island
You taught me
1,346
83,987
Yours
was
the older wisdom
South Carolina
WITH THE BOWLERS
MATINEE
And truer.
7,663
119,645
155,204
South Dakota
I know it now. after the fight
•
168
-131,510
It may have been the election re When days are fewer!'
308,312
Tennessee
I shall gaze straight to the depths
1,399 sult, or it may have been habit, but Of
58.067
432,426
Texis .............
your grey eyes;
Note—Positively Part or Whole
I shall see the lovely things
438
63,912
the
Water
Company
lost
out
Tuesday
143,659
Utah
..............
Will Be Given Away
That In them rise.
80,960
62,149
night at the Star alleys. Mason had When 1 say, "Nor ease, nor fame, nor
•Vermont
gold
EVENING AWARD
162 high string and high total.
233,391
96,723
Virginia
Has bought me!"
3,570
Anna E. Coughlin
121,133
The summary;
Washington
254,962
•
in "Shore Neighbor*"
134-135
320,754
494,174
Masons Champs—Arey 286, F
West Virginia
53,423 Winslow 281, Pitts 253. Mason 293,
360,876
754,532
W isconsin ....
Few who write to the newspa
28,646
45,675
Brault 282, total 1395.
Wyoming
TELEPHONE 1250
ROCKLAND
689 MAIN STREET
per realize that thirty lines will
Water Company—M. Wiitslow 251.
secure a hundred readers, while
723,405 Witham 220. Curtis 264, C. Winslow
half a column secures one.
15,795,236
Totals ............................. 25,347,591
133-134
257, Simmons 258, total 1250.
• Compkte returns.

KBy Ruth Spear)

SHIP AHOY!

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, NOV. 12-13

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.

BRANN CONGRATULATES WHITE

And There Will Be No Official Count Or Contest
In Senate Fight

ELECTRIC

COOKING
SCHOOL

Thursday, Nov. 12

THE VOTE BY STATES

A PUBLIC INVITATION
TO SEE THE BEAUTIFUL

Tlcur 1937

CHEVROLET

KELP BEDS ARE LEASED

Pke foinnlcte Gvu- G)mp^etc£tj~llextr
SAT.

NOV.

dupuu]

2 BANK NITES 2

AT DISPLAY ROOMS OF

$50.00

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

$150.00

PARK S

Every-Other-Day
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“DON’T CALL THE UNDERTAKER”

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Is not the Lord your God with
you? and hath he not given you rest
on every side. —1 Chron. 22: 18.

Associated Press Gives Calm Election Review—
Much May Happen In Four Years

"SHIP AHOY” CAST

Guardians
of Our Coast

>

The Associated Press thus reviews have supported him as a matter of "
go back to the great sweet
the results of Tuesday's election:
course heretofore, may be expected;1 willmother
—
Mother and lover of men. the Sea.
After the devastating triumph of (0 set out without delay to capture thc
I
will
go
down
to her. I and none other.
President Roosevelt's party in the
Close with her, kiss her. and mix her
„
.
, , .
,
party leadership which supposedly
The shrill shriek of a siren, the roar of
with me:
Congressional elections of 1934. many
to her. strive with her. hold her
wise observers felt that the returns wtn become vacant four >'ears hence Cling fast.
a racing motor, a flash of scarlet and a
Indications point to capacity houses
Thus
the
continuing
high
Demo\
O
fair
white mother. In days long past
left the most important question:
when the musical comedy “Salp!
blur of blue uniforms—the fire truck
Born without sister, born without
unanswered.
The
same
can
be
said
cratic
majorities
on
Capitol
Hill
may
brother.
Ahoy" is presented at the High
has passed you on the street. You turn
8et free my soul as thy soul is ree
of the election of 1936.
Schoo! auditorium next Thursday and
not mean exactly what they appear
—Algernon Charles Swinburne
and
see
a
cloud
of
smoke;
perhaps
you
Again
Mr.
Roosevelt
has
won
a
Friday nights for the bi nefit of tit J
to mean. They may not mean
tremendous victory. Again he has
Parent-Teacher Association.
are near enough to hear the crackle of
Portland Head
rallied ’o his support a multitudinous smooth salUn8 for
Roosevelt,
In the cast are: Dotty Kendrick.
hungry flames. Someone's house, or
R.
T.
Slerling
is on a business trip
company of Americans who do not Some of the strongest Presidents, inVictoria Anastasio; Carl Davis. Don
in Rockland and Thomaston.
place
of
business,
is
burning.
agree
among
themselves
on
many
eluding
Theodore
Roosevelt
and
ald Marriner; Herb Mullen, Francis j
subjects, tout whose philosophy of Woodrow Wilson, gradually lost conMr. and Mrs. Clyde V. Grant were i
Havener; Captain Gusberry. Edward
W hat if tire should attack your home.
government and society spans a wide trol over Congress after election,
guests last weekend of F. O. Hilt and |
Peaslee; Mrs. Grace Johnson, Vir
Could it burn important papers and
range. And again he has been vested
The conservative wing of the party, family.
ginia Gray; Boris. Reginald Macsmall valuables which should be be
with vast responsibilities, such as few
represented both plentifully and; j<r and 5irs p t. sterling rnterLaughlin; Jack Dennis. Leroy Joyce;
tnen have known before him.
ably m
senate and House. may taln(ng
Charles Sterling, Mrs.
yond its reach? Keep them safely in a
Gustav Rufus Rundatti, Gordon
The matter of first importance now naturally be expected now to assert
c. Dow and Mrs. F O. Hilt
Richardson; Mary Ann Davis, Felice ]
box in our Safe Deposit Vault. The
is what Mr. Roosevelt will do with itself At the same time, on the left.' motOred to Augusta last Saturday
Perry; Ward Davis, Richard Elling
cost?
Less
than
jour
daily
news

his
responsibilities, what he will do labor leaders and others already are for ^e day.
wood; Pierre De Bouerif. Leighton
with his victory. This has been no making' plans to capture the party j
I
paper—averaging a few cents a week.
White; Peggy, Mary Havener.
ordinary campaign. Its hatreds have ln 1M0 or help
dlsrupt u by fortn.
Got our harvesting completed and
Dancers—Harriett Wooster. Vir
amounted to something far more ing one Of thelr own
! nexl comes the work of making ]
ginia Haskell, Barbara Murray. |
, things snug for winter.
than simple partisanship; Its align...
Norma Havener. Barbara Derry, Jean
ments
have
been
inspired
by
someCiukey. Maizie Joy. Ruth Pike Mary 1
...
So the President, along with his; Mr and Mrs. Edward D. Hilt ar.d 1
thing far deeper than the customary,
h„Uage of son Valmore of St George called on
Egan, Ruth
Thomas. Kathleen,
sham and pretense of politicians. It
F O Hilt and family Thursday evcROCKLAND,
CAMDEN,
I
’
NION.
VINALHAVEN,
WARREN
Chase. Dorothy Sherman. Maxine i
is hardly conceivable that such emo- trial and possible serious strife both ning last week.
Perry. Virginia Rackliff. Bernice Hav
tions will die just because the elec- wlthln the party' and wlthin the bodJ j
ener. Anna Pellicane, Josephine Pelli-,
of American citizenship as a whole.. Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow and Arthur
_I tion is over.
cane. Catherine Delano.
Nor is it to be supposed that some If his majority is great, his respon- Harlow were callers Tuesday evening I
Chorus—Mary Dodge. Nancy Snow,,
further
repercussions of
these sibUit>’ also ls «reat- His feeling of at tlie home of F. O. Hilt. Games were
Arlene Sprowl. Ruth Packard. Louschisms car. be escaped within the triumPh today must »* tempered by played and much interest displayed
raine Rich. Ruth Rogers. Ruth,
wide circle of the President's own a realization that aU is not gold ln the radio program.
Oliver. Evangeline Murray. Angelina j
followers. He has lost from the party w hich flitters.
Mr. and llrj R T sterling took
D 'Agostlno. Ethel Hayes, Eleanor
fold some of the more independent,1 As to the Republicans, time alone
and Mrs. Fj-ed sterling to LewisAmes, Dorothy Frost, Nathalie EdNew York Times dnd Dem,)—Hit his victory but the stupendous size of
on the right and on the ieft; jean teU. In three campaigns, the ton Sundav afternoon Mr. and Mrs
wards. Marion Ludwick. Sylvia Hayes President s victory does not mean that it to his enemies When the Repub- but he stiU has among those who party has suffered tremendous losses R T sterling were guesU 0„ the re.
Frances Hatch. Virginia Tyler, Pa- he has been given an order or au- lican strategists permitted hateful more or ]ess tacitly helped to make from its ranks, and three crushing turn trip of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow j
tricia Allen. Ruth Rhodes. Hester thority to proceed along the line of a Liberty League interest aUied with
his majority of Election Day great defeats at the polls. Were it not for Of Portland.
Hatch. Suzanne Perry. Vialo Wey-: highly centralized government or Hearst to shape the attack upon the \ many who have hoped he will turn the historical fact that parties
mouth, Richard Havener, Edward new and radical policies. The peo- Roosevelt administration the anti-1 definitely. after reelection, toward crushed to earth quite often rise
8torer. James Hayes. George Robi- | pie who have re-elected him have , New Deal ringleaders made a major , one side or the other.
again. It might be concluded that the
Matinicus Rock
shaw. Jack Huke Fred Blackman, simply been placing in his hands a contribution to the Roosevelt vote.
Tender
Hibiscus
was here Oct. 13
He cannot very weU turn in both Republican Party now would disapMilton Rollins, Harold Heal. Elmer national trust to be discharged.
and Capt. Ingalls inspected the I
Cleveland Plain Dealer (Ind. directions. There is much to suppor: pear from the face of politics,
Lufkin, Earl Sukeforth, Clarence
a reorganization is. of course, in- station.
New Haven Journal Courier <Ind>— Dem.)—It is a solemn obligation the belief of the rightists that he will
Childs. Richard Karl. Richard Barn | The people who feared the fallacies which the votes of many millions naturally become more conservative evitable. Who will do the reorganPauline Thompson and Muriel
ard. Henry Dodge. Albert Winchen | of Rooseveltism most could not be at- have placed on the shoulders of the now that reelection is assured and izing is as much a mystery to the
Thompson are attending school at
bach. James Harding.
tracted by greater fallacies on the Executive.
Democracy
trampled the depression is lifting. There Is titular leaders today as to the lowest New Harbor.
other side. And the Rooseveltian fal- under dictators' heels in several coun- other evidence that those near him private in the ranks. A period of
First assistant and Mrs. Howard
lacles glittered louder for the rank i tries and fighting for its life else- believe he has in mind new ventures demoralization follows every such de Ball have returned from a vacation.,
TIME IS EXTENDED
and
new
enterprises.
feat,
and
doubtless
it
will
ensue
-------I and file. The result was not only a where, is also under fire here. No
| They report a very enjoyable trip to
• • • •
Uncle Sam Allows Another great mass poll for Mr. Roosevelt. President politically so circumstanced It it understandable that, during now among the Republicans. I Washington. D C., to visit Mr. Ball's
Whether
the
party
is
strong
enough
V
r•
r but a substantial support among could fail to be impressed with so
the campaign, he might not want to to function as a virulent opposition sister.
Year ror Construction or genuinely fearful voters who simply great a weight of responsibility.
commit himself to specific measures. to Mr. Roosevelt in the near future j We are all packed up waiting for
thought Roosevelt the lesser of two
Deer Isle Bridge
Louisville Courier Journel (Ind.)— Now, however, the situation ls may be open to question; indeed, the tender to move us to our new
evils.
| It was not a victory for a party. It changed. Almost every key policy of
Another year has been, given the
there is reason to suppose that the station. Deer Island Thorofare.
Deer Isle-Sedgwick bridge district of j Kansas City Star < Ind. t—The im- was not even a victory for a man. fear- the Administration—taxation, tariffs. real oppositlon may come now (rom
Roscoe Fletcher of Petit Manan
Stonington to begin construction of ' provement in business has convinced less leader as he showed himself to relief, the budget—will come up au within Mr. Roosevelt s own party.
Light will ccme here as the new
the
people
that
these
objectives
can
be
in
his
fortright,
challenging
tomatically
for
Congressional
review
a bridge across Eggemoggin Reach
But millions voted for Hoover in keeper.
between Sargentville and Little Deer be won under the President's leader campaign. It was a victory for "The during the next lew months. He mu ,t 1932. and millions voted for Landon
ship.
In
this
general
situation
they
take
a
position.
American
Way"
which
has
found
new
News is very scarce, so will close by
Isle.
in 1936 They may remain, for a
gave
scant
heed
to
the
criticisms
of
expression
today
through
Franklin
The
simmering
Congressional
op

wishing
the best of success to all
The year's, delay on the start r.f
time, leaderless and therefore inert,
brother keepers.
position to some of thc New Deal
the Deer Lsle-Sedgwick bridge an his methods presented by Governor D. Roosevelt.
yet the circumstances do not quite ;
policies, which has been one of the
nounced in Washington was the sec Landon. They were in no mood for
Emporia (Kan. Gazette (Ind. Rep.)
indicate that the undertaker should
under-surface
realities
of
recent
—It was not a Roosevelt victory and
ond granted the bridge district with argument.
be called. There need be no surprise
May there be no moanmonths, also will find itself now in a
in a month.
Omaha World Herald (Ind.)—Mr. I not a Landon defeat, but it was a
If. under some new leader not yet
lng of the bar. when I
somewhat changed position.
By
Last month, the district officials Roosevelt's Itremendous triumph L revelation of a changed attitude toabove the national horizon, they
put out to sea. —Tenny
custom. Mr. Roosevelt could not be
son
asked and were granted a delay on not a party victory It is purely and ward government. It is a firm desin
should be found very much among
a candidate again in 1940 Other
actual start of construction from simply personal. If he chooses to on the part of the American people
the living in 1940.
groups within the party which may
Nov. 15 to Dec. 1. At that time make himself, more than ever before, to use government as an agency for
Horatio Hackett, deputy WPA ad • the government, it will require stark human welfare
mtnistrator, said the federal gov courage, both legislative and judicial,
Portland Oregonian (Ind. Rep.)—
ernment would permit no "dilly to resist the effort.
The President has a right to regard
dallying" on the project.
New York Post (Ind)—Democracy verdict of the polls as a mandate no;
The WPA announced in Septembei riumphs. The Republican party is alone of approval for what he has
a $315,000 grant and a $385,000 loan
destroyed — by William Randolph done but also for a continuance along
to the district to finance the bridge, Hearst’s kiss of death.
his chosen path. He did violate his
long a dream of residents of Deer
own
solemn platform and campaign
Baltimore Sun (Ind Demi—Mr
Isle.
promises without an apparent qualm 1
Roosevelt
was
opposed
by
most
of
the
The bridge would span Eggemoggin
Add to this the fact that he has no
Reach from the Sedgwick mai.1- business interests of the country. He slightest apparent plan for checkin? |
land to Little Deer Isle, connected was opposed by most of the press the mounting of treasury deficits i
by a causeway to Deer Isle. The He was opposed by numerous distin- which must inevitably lead to ruin if j
gished leaders of his own party. Nev
WPA built the causeway.
they are not checked and you have j
ertheless. he has swept the country.
reasons for concern by all thinking 1
Boston Herald (Rep.)—Governor
FOUGHT TO A DRAW
Americans at his re-election
Landon failed where nobody could
Los Angeles Times (Rep.)—Certain
have won. As we look at the event
Tall Brunette Gives Lawless after the fact, his task was as hope
ly Governor Landon has nothing to
a Battle—Two One-Round less as that of Herbert Hoover in 1932.
regret. The concentrated fire which
Knockouts
Father Coughlin and Dr. Townsend
he and his running-mate and asso
are probably done as political lead
With Justice Albert Beliveau and ers. A revolution more or less be ciates directed against the New Deal
other court dignitaries at the ring nign. has come to a head.
theories forced thelr abandonment, at
side, Matchmaker Hamlin staged a
least for campaign purposes, even by
Buffalo Courier-Express (Ind.)—
highly satisfactory boxing exhibition
their chief proponents. The Presi
at the Tillson Avenue Stadium last Two lessons for Republican party, arc dent has disavowed radicalism, dis
to be found in the results of Tues
night.
avowed dictatorial ambitions, dis
Experts were agreed that Jack day's election. These are, the out avowed hostility to capitalistic enter
First Prize_______________ $50.00
standing
need
of
a
union
of
purpose
Bernie of Augusta and Johnny Law
prise, disavowed any intent to stir up
Second Prize_____________ $35.00
less of Bangor were about as even as which will create definite political class prejudices, dedicated himself to
issues;
the
necessity
of
maintaining
two sixes in the main bout. Bernie,
t'ne American system of constitutional
Third Prize______________ $ 15.00
who is a brunette, stands six feet a constantly functioning, aggressive government, pledged the service of
and has a reach like Stringbean organization to carry those issues to individual and state rights, pledged
Twenty Five Merchandise Prizes
The Nissen Baking Co. desires a title For its
Jovin. Bernie found him a worthy the people. The need for a strong reduction of Federal spendings,
new Radio Program, and through this Con
competing party is manifest..
opponent.
pledged support of the merit system,
test the public is invited to help us select a
The bout between Cracker Favreau
Philadelphia Inquirer (Rep.)—Hav pledged taxation proportionate to
name For one oF the Finest programs ever
and George Minor was called a draw, ing received his sweeping mandate, ability to pay, pledged a balanced
produced in Maine.
and after the scrap Dr Weisman the President is free to proceed un budget. A little more and he might
Be sure to enter — no strings — no red tape
treated the latter for a broken jaw. hampered upon a program directed even have fired Tugwell.”
— you dont have to buy a thing. JUST
“LISTEN TO NISSEN” on next Sunday
Cracker can turn loose a powerful toward the complete restoraton of
afternoon at 4 P M. over WCSH Portland
right, on occasions.
that prosperity which is traditional
or WLBZ Bangor.
Two knockouts figured on this bill in America, the prosperity which
Determine (or yourself the appeal of the
—Walter Reynolds putting away made our standard of living the high
program — think up a good catchy name
Danny Smith of Bangor in the initial est in the world. It implies, more
and mail your entry to the Nissen Baking
Co. at Portland or Bangor or to the Station
round, and Dusty Peters giving over. a reduction in governmental
to which you are listening.
Ralph Morgan of Augusta a similar spending and an effort to make Fed
/
LISTEN TO NISSEN
k /
Don't miss this grand program. Don't
This
brand
new
outstanding
program
is
a
live
show
\\
lease of life.
eral income cover outgo. These con
miss this opportunity to u in a prize. Listen
originating in Portland and piped by direct wire to 'Z
Percy Porter and Blueberry Larra structive purposes the President may
Bangor* It has been arranged with a variety of sparkling
X \
to Nissen every Sunday at j P. Af.
bee divided honors.
features including a unique siring and wood wind’IO
\
feel it timely to embrace.
CONTEST RULES. Contost i» cpa« to ovoryono !« Main#
piece orchestra and large vocal chorus, under the direction^ ‘ >_ <•
or Naw Hampshire except employees of the Nimn Co. and
Jack O'Brine and Oliver Hamlin
of Arthur Kendall,also soloists, guest stars and vocal and in-* 7
(hair familial and their Advertising Agency. Names will be
Washington Post iInd).—The Post
parted the scrappers in the several
judged on the basis of Su<tab>l)ty, Originality and Individuality.
strumental specialties.
*
believes
the
U.
S.
faces
grave
dangers
In cate of a tie duplicate prizes will be awarded. No entries
bouts.
Thai’s just a hint of what its all>about. Don’t forget to tune
will be returned and all entries will become tha property of the
during the next four years. There is
Nissen Co. As many entries as desired may be submitted
in lo WCSH or WLBZ at 4 p. m. every Sunday afternoon
The sensation of Today, fin
Contest closes at midnight Nov. 23, IQJ6. The decision of
and "LISTEN TO NISSEN”. You will enjoy every minute.
entirely new design in a small
Did you know that the Queen of more than a chance that in trying to
the judges will ba final.
compact case and you'll marvel
Spain once thought of organizing a build hastily the President will con
FOR NISSEN'S BETTER BAKERY PRODUCTS AND COMPLETE CONTEST DETAILS
at its surprising richness of
society for the prevention of cruelty struct nothing permanent, but may
CONSULT YOUR INDEPENDENT GROCER
tone. Come in and learn how
to animals in her country? She con on the contrary destroy past accom
easy it is to own one. Terms
■ BANGOR
PORTLAND
fided in a high official of the court. plishments of the enormous value of
easily arranged.
He suggested, “The first thing we w’hich he often seems only faintly
'.•T
•Ah'■’*'
USTEN TO NISStN”
must do in order to raise funds is to aware.
Newark <N J.) Ledger (Ind.)—
organize a big bullfight for it.” -*
"Every Sunday Afternoon at 4 P. M.
j ■
ROCKLAND, ME.
. - '
v :.V
We believe that the President owes not
American Humorist

Musical Comedy Which Will
Be Presented At the High
School Next Month

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

"TIME SAVER"
SPECIAL

WHILE THEY LAST
Small Down Payment
tajy Budget Payment Plan*

FEATURES

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

ACTIVATOR

10VEU WRINGER

PERMANENT LUBRICATION
LONG-LIFE MECHANISM
QUIET WASHING OPERATION

ELECTRIC PUMP
SEVEN-POUND CAPACITY

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

JOIN OUR BOOK CLUB
We issue the most amazing book in the world
A ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING

ASSOCIATION DEPOSIT BOOK
It is small. It will go in your pocket. It isn’t of much interest
at first, but you will get more and more enthused over it, month by
month, and the funny thing about it is that thc older and shabbici and more dog-eared it gets, the more valuable it becomes. Very
soon it will buy you a baby carriage, an electric refrigerator or an
oil burner or pay your taxes and coal bill and even start you on the
wav to owning your home. What do you want? We can help you.

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N
18 SC HOOL STREET,
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Call in and let us show you our beautiful
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No finer cards are offered anywhere at
these prices

PEERLESS CHRISTMAS FOLDERS
Designs definitely new . . . exquisite stock
folde? style . . . made to order.

WLBZ

50 of one design,

$1.00

50 assorted, 4 designs,

$1.25

your name on each card

ST X

WCSH

. . smart

With envelopes to match, and including

NAME/

MAINE MUSIC CO

ROCKLAND, MAINE

131Stf

IN PRIZES

------- NISSEN BAKINS CO.----------

VALUE

HERE IS A REAL OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE
-DON’T DELAY, COME IN OR TELEPHONE BEFORE OUR
SUPPLY OF THIS MODEL IS SOLD.

WHAT THE EDITORS SAID

YOU

$89’s $ZQ<

We do not send samples by mail

Now is the time to buy while the stock is
complete
Postage lCc additional on each box

y
I

I
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V

HARD TO BELIEVE
It is actually hard to believe that such quick and
interesting results can come from the Classified Ads

in The Courier-Gazette From 10 to 50 answers are
frequently received to one advertisement.

Every-Other-Day
Miss Marjorie Jackson is chairman
of tonight's Legion supper.

Extensive renovations have been
made in the dining hall at the Cop
per Kettle.
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Owen Athearn and Ernest Gamage
are on a week's hunting trip in Wash
ington County.
The car stolen last Friday night
from Irving Quinn was recovered
Thursday at Owl's Head.

There Must Be a
Reason For

SPEED QUEEN’S

CHURCHES

OUR DRY CLEANING SPECIAL

lAAAAaaaAaaaAAAAAAAAA

Phenomenal Popularity
The reason is this:
the Speed Queen with
its exclusive bowl*
shaped tub ... its
chassis construction
with double walls . .
its long-life trans
mission . .
and the
new Speed Queen
Safety-Roll Wringer
. . . offers a higher
standard of quality
TOR THE MONEY
than any other
washer on the
market.

HOLIDAY WEEK SPECIAL

SERMONETTE
David, thc Shcphcrder, and Saul.

King of Israel

music includes a selection by the choir
and a -duet by Mrs. Maud Marstaller
and Miss Irma Mather. There will
be a stcry for the children. Church
school will meet at 11.45; Children's
World Crusade at 3 p. m.; Junior C. E.
at 5.15 and Senior C. E. at 6.15.
Praise service comes at 7.15 with ser
mon topic, “Not Alone." The music
will include a selection toy the choir
and a selection by the Dorman or
chestra. Prayer meeting Tuesday eve
ning at 7.30.

DE LUXE
WORK

The new challenger, passing
through the lists, disregarding ail
advice, sought out the great cham
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs and
pion Brian de Bois Guilbert and
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Pendexter of
struck with his spear Guilbert's
Kezar Falls leave Sunday for a week s
Model "F”
shield until it rang.
hunting trip in the big woods.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
"Have you confessed yourself
Nov. 9—Chamber of Commerce annual
for the
brother?
” said the Templar, “and
There
were
seven
three-masted
meeting at Masonic Temple.
• • • a
Other Garments at Equally Low Prices
Nov. 10—Camden—Board ot Tradt schooners at the port of Rockland
have you heard Mass this morning
Model M
“Sharing" will be the subject of the
meeting at Y.M C.A.
that you peril your life so fAnkNov. 10—Illustrated lecture by Rev. C. Thursday—a rare sight nowadays
sermon at the First Baptist Church
H Olds at the Congregational Church. and one which may never be seen in
ly?"
"Ten Thousand Transcontinental Miles "
Sunday morning. The church school
Funeral services for Melzer T.
"I am fitter to meet death than
Nov 10—Thomaston—Board of Trade Rockland harbor again.
with classes for all ages will meet at Crawford . Judge of Knox County
TEL.
meeting at K P hall
TEL.
thou art," answered the unknown
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
noon, and the Endeavorer s Ir.spira- | probate Court, were held at his late
Nov. 12—Edwin Libby Relief Corps fair
knight.
Patrolmien » Christofferson
and
170
ROCKLAND, ME.
170
ticn Hour will convene at 6 o'clock residence In Camden yesterday. Rev.
at G AR hall.
“Take your place in the lists,"
Nov. 12-13—North Haven—Grange fair Achorn raided Jack Breen's hou$e
The
people's
evening
service
will
open
Weston
P.
Holman
officiating,
FREE
at Grange hall.
FREE
said Bois Guilbert, “and look your
afternoon, seizing 58
Nov
12-13—Musical comedy "Ship ■yesterday
at 7.15 with the prelude and J.g sinj . Townspeople were present in large
Collection
Collection
last upon the sun; for this night
Ahoy.” ln High School auditorium, bottles of alleged beer. The proprie
THIS TOPIC APPEALS
assisted by the organ, piano and, numbers, and every department of
benefit P.T.A.
and
and
thou shalt sleep in paradise.”
Nov
13—North
Warren—Neighbors’ tor was placed in custody.
choir.
The concluding sermon in the the Ocurt House was represented.
Delivery
Night at White Oak Grange
Delivery
"Clramerjy for tihy courtesy."
Nov. 13—Methebesec Club meets at the
series on, "Messages from men of thc Many handsome floral pieces lay
A harmonica contest is in store for Knox County Industries Will
returned the knight, "I advise you
home of Mrs. Gladys S. Heistad ln Rock
First Century to the men of the beside the casket. The bearers were
port.
Be Discussed At C. C. to take a fresh horse and a new
Nov. 14—Vinalhaven reunion at 20th patrons of Park Theatre some night
Twentieth Century" will' be given by J H. Hobbs, J. Crosby Hobbs. Pearl
Century Club ln Boston.
next week. Contestants should have
lance for you will need both, I
Banquet Monday Night
Mr. MacDonald. The subject will be, G. Willey, H. A. Millay. John J. Paul
Nov. 18—Rockport—Garden Club meets
promise."
their names in the box office before
with Mrs Mary Spear
"The Man Who Never Went Away." and John P. Leach. Interment was
Nov. 19—Monthly meeting of the 4 o'clock Tuesday afternoon.
Ages before David’s eldest
The Chamber of Commerce will
Baptist Men's League.
The happy prayer and praise meeting in the Mountain Street cemetery.
brother spoke in anger to him
Nov 20—Union—Grade School fair ln
... hold its annual dinner at Temple
will be held on Tuesday evening at
gymnasium.
"Why came thou hither and left
hall, Monday night at 6 30. This will
Nov 26—Thanksgiving Day.
FOR ARMISTICE DAV
17 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 170
7.15.
THE TUMULT IS OVER
Dec 1—Thomaston—Annual fair of
those
sheep
in
the
wilderness?
I
be a joint meeting with thc service
Federated Church.
know thy pride and the naughti
Dec 10-11—Senior Class play at High
clubs, following a precedent set a
All members of ihe Amerltan
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH And Now Let's Forget Politics Urges
School Auditorium.
ness of thine heart for thou art
year
ago
which
has
proved
popular.
Dec. 21—Forefathers' Day.
Legion, Auxiliary, Sons of the
----------A Rockland Correspondent
Dec 25—Christmas
come that thou mightest see the
Tlie chief topic for discussion will
"Adam and Fallen Man" is the sub- j
—«-------American Legion and ail World
be “Industries in Knox County" | battle.”
War veterans are asked to meet
ject of the Lesson-Sermon which will Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Dr. J. A. Richan will be at his office
And David said, “What have I
with Mayer Frederick Paine of Au
at the Ameriran Legion Hall
be read in all churches of Christ.
Every American must be grateful
in Cornish the coming week.
now done? Is there not a cause?" Scientist, on Sunday, Nov. 8.
gusta
as
guest
speaker.
Mayor
Paine
Wednesday Nov. 11 at 10.30 a.m.
as
he contemplates the result of our
He
turned
away
from
Eliab
and
has done a fine job in rehabilitating
The Golden Text is, "They which 1
for the re-dedication of Wins
Sunshine Society meets Monday
asl«?d the soldiers again "Is there
are
the
children
of
the
flesh,
these
'
election-grateful
that our country
the
crippled
industries
of
Augusta
low-Holbrook Square.
Members
afternoon at Central Maine rooms.
not a cause?" And they carried
who can are asked io wear | and with his experience and contacts
are not the children of God" , has spoken so decisively. There can
his words to the king, and Saul
ts in a position to give advise that
be no misunderstanding of the re-1
(Romans 9:8.)
uniforms.
sent for him.
George Curtis has moved from Co
will be invaluable in the undertak
The citations from the Bible in turns. * vast majority of the citizens
King and Shepherd boy face to clude the following passages: "And
lumbia avenue to Liberty, where Mr.
ing to bring industries to Knox
of the United States declared them
face.
David said blithely, "Let no God said. Let us make man in our
Curtis has bought a farm.
County.
Donald L. Karl and son Richard and
selves emphatically, not only for j
man's
heart
fail
because
of
him:
There are those who will tell you
image, after our likeness:—So God President Roosevelt, but for a Senate
Ernest Brazier combed the big woods
I will go and fight tills Philistine."
The Relief Corps fair committee near Springfield. Me., but brought that our industries are to be cleared
created man in his own image, in and a House pledged to support his
King Saul said. “Thou are not
will hold a beano party at G.A.R. home nary a deer of a “bar.” Had a out of New England never to return,
the image of God created he him; policies and to carry out the promises '
TWO FREE
WINTER CRUISES
Wil 1
1
PAID TO HAVANA
able to fight with him for thou
hall Monday, play to begin at 7 30. good time, though.
and that fate has ruled that New
male and female created he them— of the platform. In the face of this
art but a youth and he a trained
The public is invited.
England is to become the play
But there went up a mist from the tremendous vote, there can be no
Contest Stores Give One Vote W ith Every
man of war."
earth, and watered the whole face of doubt, no equivocation. A close vote
Winslow-Holbrook Post will hold ground of the Nation. What does
25c Purchase
David in answer told Saul. “As
Mrs. Edna Joyce is employed at
the ground. And the Lord God with criminal coercion and fraud
ItA annual Armistice ball Wednesday- that make us. ground keepers and
I
tended
my
father's
sheep,
ther-'
the Knox Registry of Deeds while
formed man of the dust of the capturing some pivotal State would
Trade At Contest Stores
night at the C.A.C. armory, foot of governesses? It is very well lor us
came a lion and a bear, and took a
Mrs. Helena Coltart is having a va
ground, and breathed into his nostrils have been a tragedy. A minority
Park street. Allied military bodies to be a playground for the nation but
lamb out of the flock. I went after
cation.
the breath of life; and man became victory like 1912 or 1916 would have
SENTER CRANE CO.
PERRY'S MAIN ST. MARKET
arc co-operating. It will be an in not to the exclusion of everything
the lion, delivered the lamb out of
a living soul" (Genesis 1: 26 to 27, been disastrous.
MeLAIN SHOE STORE
else.
Any
community
or
section
of
PERRY'S PARK ST. MARKET
formal public party at popular prices.
his mouth and slew both the lion
The Camden Hills C.C.C. camp has ,
also Genesis 2: 6. 7).
the country must have a back log of
CRIE S GIFT SHOP
GREGORY'S
The voters knew what they wanted.
and the bear. The defier of God's
been building up its roster the past i
The Lesson-Sermon also includes They chose Roosevelt and a Demo
production enterprise if it is to have
II. II. CRIE CO.
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
Residents of Rockland Highlands anything like continued ar.d stable
army is not equal to one of thfem,
week, and Capt. McLaughlin now has
the following selections from the cratic Congress. When folks are
SEA VIEW GARAGE
CRIE HARDWARE STORE
are up in arms because of the custom prosperity.
beside the Lord that delivered m?
147 members under his charge.
Christian Science Textbook. "Science successful, they are happy. Three
M. B. & C. O. PERRY, COAI AND WOOD YARD
which many are employing of throw We heartily agree that the summer
from the paw of the lion and the
and Health with Key to the Scrip out of five of the people we see
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM
paw of the bear will now deliver
Donna deRochemont. daughter of ing garbage and rubbish into the tourist is an asset (otherwise France
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy: “Man about us voted for the New Deal.
me.”
Mrs. Henry M. deRochemont of 106 abandoned quarries, and not always wouldn't have built the Normandie i
reflects God; mankind represents thc That must implant in them a feeling
King Saul said. “Go. and thc
Pleasant street, now a sophomore at being careful that it lands there.
Adamic race, and is a human, not a of confidence and high hope for tlie
and that winter sports together with
Lord be with thee."
Colby College, was recently elected
divine creation. Did the divine and future. It must bring to the country
hunting and fishing will furnish the
REAL BARGAINS AT ALL TIME LOW PRICES
William A. Holman
infinite principle (become a finite in spite of all tlie campaign fire and
hockey manager for her class.
The Rockland Toivnsend Club will state witli a year round. Income
Furniture, Bedding, Carpets and Stoves
deity, that He should now be called brimstone, an immediate business
hold its first supper of the season However if there was room for
Jehovah? With a single command. improvement. There is absolutely no
Gardner H. Jameson, 64. died Tuesday night at K. P. hall at C.. enough visitors here all the time to
Black
Ranges No. 8 at $42.50; Enamel at $59.50
Rev. Helen Hyde Carlson will
Thursday at the home of his daugh with President W J. McFadden as pay our entire upkeep, where would preach at Ingraham Hill Community Mind had made man. both male and basts for the gloomy foreboding that
Complete Living Room—Nine P.eces
ter, Mrs. Rena Allen. Funeral serv chairman. Those who have not been we go? All play and no work will Church, 2 30 p. m Sunday; topic. female. How then could a material characterized the propaganda of all
organization
become
the
basis
of
$77.30 complete
the candidates.
ices will be held Sunday at 2 o'clock solicited please take or send pics not keep the wolf away. Every once "Precious Things."
Divan, Two Laige ('hail . End Table. Floor Lamp. Bridge Lamp,
man?" (Page 525: 4-6: Page 524:
There
is
every
reason
to
expect
in a while the world wakes to the
from the Allen residence. 98 Rankin and cakes lo the hall.
• • • •
Foot Stool, Uavinpoit Table, 9x12 Felt Base Rug—Big Value-.
17-20).
that IMr. Roosevelt will call to his
fact that the most stable dollar is
street.
At the Universalist Church Sun
Cabinet
seasoned,
atle
men.
A cat which had reached the ex the one you work for.
day morning Dr. Lowe will preach
I did everything in my power to
This question promises to open up
Former Congressman William D. treme age of 19 years and six
CAMDEN
on the subject, “No Cash Required."
TELEPHONE 11.71
ROCKLAND
283 .MAIN STREET
----------’
j elect Mr. Landon and to defeat Mr.
Upshaw, who ran for the Presidency months, died recently at the home of a lively discussion and with a good
Tu&S-tf
Church school will meet at noon, and
Eugene Bracy shot a deer Thurs- Roosevelt. But the election is over,
Dn the Prohibition ticket in 1922, is C. L. Pascal in Rockport. The cat dinner, a fine speaker and congenial the Alpha Omega Young Peoples
day
afterncon
on
the
Cobb
road
near
The
voters
have
spoken.
I
am
thrilled
critically ill in a North Carolina hos was -the property of Mr. Pascals companions the evening promises to Society will meet at 7 p. m. in the
the residence of Willis Pitcher.
I with
pride because
122,030,000
pital. Mr. Upshaw spoke twice in housekeeper. Miss Ruby Thorndike, be enjoyable .and profitable.
vestry, with hot cocoa after the meet
ON THE SCBJECT
Mrs. Arthur Webster entertains the people have expressed themselves in
John Pomeroy. President
Rockland some years ago.
formerly of this city, who has the
ing. Bring your own food.
OF MONUMENTS
ladies
of
the
Methodist
Society
Wedsuch
a
way
that
fraud
and
trickery
Rockland.
Nov.
6.
sympathy of all who have known
• • • a
nesday afterncon at her home on Sea . on either side could play no imporAttractions at Strand Theatre next "Mutt."
Too much care cannot be given
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal). street.
| tant part in the final determination.
week: Sunday, Monday and Tuesday,
to the selection of an appropri
.THE LATEST FIGURES Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the services
Mrs. Caroline Annis is visiting
Long ago our forefathers said. "The
ate monument. It represents a
"The Big Broadcast of 1937. ' with
King Hiram's Council. R.S.M . was
for tomorrow will toe appropriate for friends in Boston.
permanent investment—one that
i
1 voice of th? people ls the voice of
stars of the big time radio. Jack inspected last night by Rev. David L.
Latest revised tabulations of Tues
Is intended to pay tr.bute year
Miss Teresa F. Arau will entertain God." Silently, peacefully, without
Benny. Gecrge Burns and Gracie Wilson of Bath, and met the test in day's presidential pcpular vote as the Octave of All Saints; Holy Com
after year to a beloved memory.
munion at 730; church sahool at 9.30; the Monday Club next week at her violence, that popular voice rolled
Allen. Bob Burns and Martha Raye; its usual excellent manner. The de compiled by The Associated Press
We are well qualified to help you
Holy Eucharist and sermon at 10.30. home on Sea street. Mrs. Cora Rob across the continent and every
to make the right choice. Spe
Wednesday and Thursday. “Magnifi grees were conferred upon Thomas show:
At 4 p. m. the annual Acoiyte Festi bins will read.
patriot must salute and accept the
cific suggestions will be made on
cent Obsession," with Irene Dunn and Proctor. What everybody had to say
Total voting districts, 122.772.
val
will
be
held
at
St.
Thomas
request.
results.
Mrs.
Mary
Buchanan
was
hostess
to
Robert Taylor; Friday and Saturday, ebeut that nice turkey supper would
Districts reported, 110.131.
Church, Camden. The Very Rev. Friday Club this week at her home on
Mr. Roosevelt is not the President
“Valiant Is the Word For Carrie.1’ make the housekeepers' right ears
Districts unreported. 12.641.
Dean Perkins will be thc preacher.
of thc Democratic party. He Ls my
WILLIAM E.DORNAN4SON
Mountain street.
with Gladys George, and Arline burn.
I N C.
Roosevelt vote. 25,772.987.
• • a •
Megunticcok Grange will observe President and yours. He is tlie head
Judge.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
Landon vote. 15.962,703.
Armistice Sunday will be observed
of
the
greatest
nation
in
all
thc
age.
EAST
UNION
and THOMASTON
Armistice Day next Wednesday.
Roosevelt plurality. 9,810.284.
at the Congregational Church with
Methodists of Rockland have re
Bank Nights resume again on Wed
St. Thomas Guild met Thursday Everyone of us owes him support and
tlie American Legion and other patri
Lemke vote, 650.849.
allegiance in thc performance of thc
nesdays at Park Theatre beginning ceived word of a special nation-wide
afternoon at thc Parish House.
Thomas (Socialist) vote, 108.001.
otic bodies as guests. The service l.
radio
broadcast
through
the
Columbia
Armistice Day. As a special holiday
J. H. Kennedy and Ray Creamer of task ahead of him.
Browder (Communist) vote. 56.646 at 10.30 and there will be special
chain in Jionor of the Board of
The tide of business has definitely of candy to satisfy our sweet toolh in
attraction the total awards of $200
Portland and E. J. Prayn of Hacken
Colvin (Prohibitionist) vote. 12.330 music by tlie quartet. The sermon
Bishcps of the denominations which
turned
toward the sunlight. A mil- 1935 no decrease from the 1929
are to be split up. part to be offered
sack, IN. J., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Aiken (Socialist-Laborite) vote, by Rev. Corwin H. Olds, will be
will hold its autumn meeting in
lion
men
and women have been taken j total• up at the matinee and part at n.ght,
Clarence Taylor.
"America's Front Line of Defense.'
out of the ranks of the unemployed j Never in the past was America so
Scranton. Pa . beginning Tuesday, ac 6415.
as usual. The amount to be given
Comique Theatre attractions: Sun in the last two months. Let's take ' well equipped as it is today to resume
Total vote counted. 42569531.
Sunday School is at 9.30 and tlie
cording to Rev. Charles E. Brooks.
away at the matinee will be $50. If
day only, George Arliss in "East Meets
a quick inventory of our limitless an epochal forward march. Not only
Complete statistics of the vote prob Comrades of the Way will meet at
The broadcast will take place at 10.48
the winner ia not present for the $50
West;" Monday and Tuesday. “Pig
resources and our great wealth In have we changed from a debtor nato 11 a. m. through the courtesy of ably will not toe available until the 6.30 p. m.
they will draw for part or the whole
skin Parade." also Get-Rich-Nite. $60 Amerlca today. I can think of noth- \ Hon to the greatest creditor nation
States have made their official counts.
amount of the award until a winner General Mills. Inc., and will be cen
"The Everlasting Gospel" will be given away; Wednesday and Thurs ing so inspiring as those facts:
! on earth; not only have we vaster
is found to be present. The amount tered in Joe Emerson s noted “Hymns
the
Sunday morning sermon topic of day, "The Devil Is a Sissy." with
America's mutual savings bank de- national wealth, not only have we an
COMMISSIONERS
’
NOTICE
of All Churches" program. Hymns for
at the night performance $150, will
Rev. Charles E. Brocks at the Pratt Freddie Bartholcmew. Jackie C: °p2r posits are $1,233,000,000 higher than { inventive brain, richer in scientific
the day will have been selected by Knox, ss
November 4 A D. 1936
be drawn in the usual manner.
The and Mickey Rooney.
they were at the peak of the boom knowledge, richer in machinery,
We. the undersigned, having been duly Memorial Methodist Church.
the Methodist bishops who will, at
Ai n Hot Water Heater Iroal or
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge met
appointed by the Honorable Melzer T Friendly Men's Bible Class will meet
in 1929. Total bank savings today richer in managerial skill, richer in oill. Waltham Gun Type Oil BureScranton, formally launch the new Crawford. Judge of Probate within and
Wednesday night
exceed $29,000,000,000 equal to more productive facilities, richer in dis »:, "0 gal, Seamless Range Boiler.
See "Clipshave." the simplified elec Million Unit Fellowship Movement for said County. Commissioners to re at 9.3C a. m. The Baraca Class and
ceive and decide upon the claims of the
Fred Dean and Hale Handley have than $1,000 for every family in the covered mineral and oil resources.
Lion Gas Heater, automatic time
tric shaver at Gregory's Picture & among Methodists. This movement creditors of Abram W. Nye late of Rock Church'school will hold their regulai j
land in said County, deceased, whose sessions at noon. Miss Mildred Shan- returned from a gunning trip at the land.
Saving depositors number, richer In transportation facilities by control. Laundry Gas Stove. All
Framing Shop. 406 Main St., over seeks to inspire and renew personal estate
has been represented insolvent,
52.000,000. nearly two per family.
| land and air and water, richer in excill.nt condition Bargains if
religious devotion in the Methodist hereby give public notice, agreeably to non will lead the Epworth League at Dea" camp at Coleman Pond. They
Cric Hardware Co.
134“lt
ycu can use them.
the order of the said Judge of Probate, 6.33 p. m.. topic. "StewarOship-What brought back several rabbits and a
The
theatre
of
the
masses,
thc
, every material wealth-creating pro
Episcopal Church and to obtain a bet that six months from and after October
20. 1936 have been allowed to said credi Do I Owe?" Evening worship at 7.30 ^ox but were not lucky enough to see movie, still attracts a weekly average duct and process, richer ln crafts-.
Rockland's first view of the beauti ter underwriting for its world mis tors to present and prove thelr claims, p. m., topic. "A Strange Prayer Meet- a dccr
attendance of 75.000,000. Our so- manship. richer ln everything,
sions
and
benevolences.
and that we will attend to the duty as
ful new 1937 Chevrolet will be given
ROCKLAND
j William Heal of Tenant's Harbor called national "luxury'' bill Is still | The shouting and the tumult have j 417 MAIN ST,
signed us as such Commissioners on (ng Monday. November 23. 1936 and Tues
Saturday at Sea View Garage, 689
134'lt
away
up
in
the
billions
a
year.
It
\
died.
The
campaign
ballyhoo
is
over,
j
j « • •
who
is
visiting
his
father,
James
Heal,
day. April 20. 1937 at the Probate Court
BORN
Main St. This is truly a new car,
Knox Countv Court House. Union
"The Called of God" will be thc i shet a deer this week, and Frank ! took a blllion and a quarter pounds A leader has been chosen a man!
DUNCAN—At Danvers. Mass., Oct. 31. to Room,
Rockland. Maine at two of the
completely new from bumper to
Mr. and Mrs. Eliot R. Duncan, (Lois Street.
with more than 30 years of training
clock in the afternoon of each of said sermon topic by-Rev. Charles A. Mar Ames was also a lucky gunner, get
Patterson) a son. Robert Patterson.
bumper, the most sensational car ln
days.
staller at the Littlefield Memorial ting a flne deer.
in thc science of government. More
WEDNESDAY
GILBERT HARMON.
all Chevrolet's successful history.
church school will Ticld their ergulat
than any other President since the i
Mrs. Nellie Barnes of the Hosmer
ALFRED M STROUT.
MARRIED
Commissioners.
133-134
early days of our Republic, Mr.
Pond road is guest cf tier daughter.
CLARK-FOSS—At Portsmouth. Nov. 4,
134-S-140
by Rev. Philip S. Mason. Ovid D
Roosevelt has been given thc stamp
Mrs. Clarence Taylor.
Clark of Edgemere. L. I., N. Y.. and
MATINEE
of popular approval.
Mrs. Susan P. Foss of Rockland
Mrs. Harriet Marshall is working
Let us forget politics and hasten j
Ambulance Service
in the Hall restaurant on Elm street '
DIED
the new day by enthusiastic worlfr
while Mrs. Faith Thomas is cn a 1
Nile—I .sitivcly Part or W hole
“TEN THOUSAND
JAMESON—At Rockland. Nov. 5, Gardner
Uncertainty and doubt must be dis- j
vacation.
| H. Jameson, aged 64 years. 1 month.
Will Be Given Away
TRANSCONTINENTAL
1 day. Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clock,
polled from our minds regardless of'
Mrs. Clarence Taylor entertains the
from 98 Rankin St.
EVENING AWARD
how we voted Nov. 3.
MILES’’
Lend-A-Hand Club Monday night.
JAMESON—At Rockland. Nov. 5. Gard
I will scleet men to train for
By Rev. Corwin H. Olds
Let
us
carry
on
with
high
faith
,
ner H. Jameson aged 64 years. 3
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
There
will
be
a
ball
in
the
Opera
electrical lefrigeration and air
months. 4 days. Funeral services Sun
Morticians
and indomitable determination, eacli II
Congregational Church
conditioning positions.
Experi
House on (Armistice Day under the
day at 2 o'clock at tne residence. In
terment ln thc Goshen cemetery.
TUESDAY. NOV. 10—7.30 P. M.
of us contributing to better things
ence unnecessary.
auspices
cf
the
Camden
Outing
Club.
Waidoooro
Admission, Adults 25c, Children 10c
through redoubled personal effort
Music
by
Eddie
Whalen's
Yankee
Write
DEPT.
E,
REF.
ENG.
WADE
—
At
Rockport.
Nov.
6.
Lenora
A..
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
Illustrated with motion pictures
and service.
widow of Samuel Wade, aged 96 years.
INST.,
Ine.,
Warner
Building,
Ambassadors.
TEL.
662
and stereopticon views, many in
2 months, 10 days. Funeral from the
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Youngstown, Ohio.
6 CLAREMONT 8T., ROCKLAND
T. C. MacBride
TEL. 409
American Legion Auxiliary met last
natural color photography.
Russell parlors. Rockport. Sunday at
119
134*It
98tf
2 o’clock. Interment ln Mountain
134-133
night at the Legion rooms.
18 Fulton street, Rockland, Me,
street cemetery, Camden.

TALK OF THE TOWN

$49.50

Prpmpt Delivery

E

PEOPLES LAUNDRY

SOUTHERN WINTER CRUISE
rnNTFQT
A,x ExraNSES

V. F. STUDLEY, Inc.

ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR SALE

Charles T. Smalley

9

Illustrated Lecture

MEN

R

2 BANK NITES 2
$50.00

BURPEE’S

■
Russell Funeral Home

1

$150.00

^very-Other-Day
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Hard \\ ork Lies Behind Ease : rd Comfort
Of \ ovagers
Aboard Modem Ocean Liners
J
o

TIRED

IRRITABLE

!

7110
' . wouldn’t
be
cross
wheni periodic pain
was dragging her
down? Relieve the
ain and discomort by taking
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Tablets. AU drug
gists sell them.
Mrs.
Marion
Sidor of Chicago says: "I was very
tired and irritable. I had severe
pains and terrible headaches peri
odically. My husband bought me
your Tablets and they helped me
wonderfully.”

W

i
j

F

B"A>

don't yon try them next month?

TABLETS

ELMER ALLEN S CHAT
Likes Baked Beans As Well
As Boze—Draws Line On
“Tansy Bags"
!

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
While the Schooner Irene E. Meservey was at anchor in Gloucester
harbor March 30. 1887. one of the
crew went on board Sch M. C. Hart
i to visit some Tenants Harbor boys.
Upon returning to the Meservey, the
I wind was very strong and his oar
slipped from the rowlock, throwing
him into the water. A timely rescue
saved him from a watery grave. The
victim was Alison Hart of Port Clyde.
• • • •
A 15-year old boy of Wallston
sawed a half cord of wood, making
three cuts on each stick in one-half
hour.
Mrs Seth W’all has moved to Waltham. Mass She was recently vislted by Miss Grace Davis of Wallston.
Sch S. S. Bickmore came from
Haskell's’ Cove today after being
hauled up for the winter. The
marine railway is a very busy place.
• • • •

Captcin Irvine Johnson and The schooner “Yankee” a form
wife sailed on their schooner er North sea Pilot ship was built
“Yankee” with their ten month by the Dutch government and is
old baby boy Arthur from Glou exceptionally strong and adapt
cester on Sunday, November 1st ed in every way for long cruises.
for an eighteen month, thirty- It Is a ninety-two foot, copper
thousand mile world cruise.
sheathed schooner with an aux
Proper food, clothing and play- iliary power Gardner Diesel also
things v.ere an important part used as generator for lights and
of the cargo. Mrs. Johnson said ; refrigeration,
before sailing that young Arthur
Baby Arthur Johnson has a
Is a “wonderful sailor”. He has cabin of his own and has a playalready sailed three thousand pen on deck,
miles along the coast this sum-; The cabin is especially equipmer.
Pre erved waxed eggs, I ped as a nursery although the
canned butter, preserved meats1 baby sleeps in a sailors bunk
and evaporated milk made up a with a fishnet at its side to keep
part of the six tons of food in- him irom falling out. The Johncluded in the cargo.
ns have taken seventeen hunThis second world cruise of bred cans of baby food with
■” under Captain them and several hundred cans
Irving Join s:,n v ill visit the of evaporated milk. Mrs. JohnGa.lapagos Ll.nd, Pitcairn Is-I son said that the baby has as
land and seven months to be | balanced and proper diet as ho
p nt . mo;;g the South Sea Is- would on land, thanks to canned
lands.
New Guinea, Malay baby food and evaporated milk.
Java. Sumatra, and other Dutch Baby Arthur “drinks his Whiteand East Indies. Singapore, the house evaporated milk out of a
East Coast of Africa. Capetown, cup with relish”. No one is al
Saint Ilt-lena, Rio de Janerlo, lowed to go near the baby when
Devils Island, British Guinea, he is in his play-pen as a pre
West Indies, and expect to re caution against his becoming
turn to Gloucester in Mav ltl38. polled from too much attention,
Dr from the ship’s crew. The init
Donald I? ill of Seattle, who has ial shipment of Whitehouse
recently c npleted an Intern (vaporated milk was brought to
ship at th Peter Bent Brigham the schooner "Yankee” direct
Hospital, Be on and fourteen from the local A & P Food Store
others who will accompany them in Gloucester by its Manager
on the cruise around the world. Harold A. Horton.

t

.

THE FAMILY
The family is like a book—
The children are the leaves;
The parents are the cover that
Protective beauty gives.

...............
... pages of the book
At first the
Are bl»nk »“d purely fair.
But time 8000 wrtteth memories
And painteth pictures there

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
I

2

1

3

1

ll

io

9
m

ift
27

25

2H

[-1

n 33

35

ie.

47
t|o

Ml

50
5^

64

46

j

F

W
5i

sw
55

4^
52

bi

5b

53
W
57

bi>

61

HORIZONTAL
1-Quiet
5-Ardent
9-To be able
10-Unaffected
12-Army Ordnance
Department (abbr.)
14-The whole
16-City in Greece
18-Conjunction
19- Streets (abbr.)
21- Wrong-doing
22- Mountains in W.
China
24-Walks
26-Top of a boat
28- Siek
29- Put in action
31- Without moisture
32- Company of seamen
33- Paper measure
35- Girl's name
36- Hymn
37- Commands
39- Moved rapidly
40- Marsh

42-Sofa*
44-Allow
46-Again

58

w bl

bo

59

TT

•W

4fc

47

4b

4i

43

42

13

SW
27

i 2b

3o

29

42

6

2)
_______

26

7

17

lb

19

25

b

12

II

15

5

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
48- Entrarces"
49- Constructed
30-Of age (Lat. abbr.)
52- Pa»try
53- Consume
54- Statc of disorder
57-Come
59-Point of compass
(abbr.)
3C-Causes
61- lnsect egg
62-Course
63- Tau'

VERTICAL
1- Woodland sprite
2- lmpose
3- Menu
4- Before
5- A letter
6- A viper (pi.)
7- Gained
8- Decay
9-Combining form.
One hundred
11-Tardier
13-A negro (colloq.)
15-Tavern

r

VERTICAL (Cont.)
17-Assist
19- Bolt slowly
20- Box
23- Retard
24- Moved rapidly
25- Tree!ess plains of
Russia
27-Paeked
29- Scented root
30- Relieves
32-Part of a locomotive
34-lnsane
38- Cease
39- Wither
40- Myth
41- Nattier
43- Labors
44- People of ancient
Rome
45- Oogma
47-Full of moisture
49-Deface
51-Gull-like bird
53-Sccttish language
55- lnterest (abbr.)
56- Crimson
57- An insect
58- Contend with

°* 1922-23 was the appearance of a
child prodigy-poet, 9-year-old
„ the UMlf golden clasp
(Solution to previous puzzle)
Nathalia Crane. It was not a short- That bindeth up the trust:
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
lived sensation either. Adult poets shall Scatter' and' be'* lost*"
le>'P'
................aLJ ti a| p ic 1R | ClP
and critics debated whether her outi Anonymous i
T,AiffL_ lc’a gic
A group of friends gathered Monday
Put was authentically hers or a hoax
r
11^1 1^11 1ms
night
at
the
home
of
Mr
and
Mrs
1
a^tTmm^iaT^'
(as Edwin Markham contended), yet
Elias
Kangas
in
Thomaston
to
cele

poetry by the verse and by the vol’ H ^>1— 1A
A A S H S IT IaI J <
ume kept on pouring from the pen of
brate their 32d wedding anniversary.
.
.
A ■p” l ' a’ (v UR,
A.
B.
Crocker
10-year-old Nathalia Crane. 11' 'u 4 c
i nI *
Thase attending were Rev. and Mr*.
iW 0
1 : < 2-s’
year-old Nathalia Crane, and soon—
John Heino. Mr. and Mrs John An
until ah* reached college age, when
onsiEL
A
“Gull: A well known web-footed sea
AI
S
her name disappeared from the book fowl with long wings belonging to the derson and daughters Hilda and
5 A PBS p*O P T’E pMH E:R
Aina, Mr and Mrs. Anselm Lampilists. Why? Because an anonymous
P|LjC[AnATR| EpAlsJ|B,E.!tJT
genus Larus. There are about 51
benefactor, who was sending the !
nen. Mr. and Mrs Michael Torpaki.
E to rilr
IfiSSC
Brooklyn girl through Barnard, made specles <?f «u!k ln the world —Web- ' Mrs Palcala Mr and Mrs Mathea.
DC
A : r ur~l5 TIE C P c"o
the condition that she publish noth ster.
Elgland. Mr. and Mrs Alfred Wourv
ing more until after graduation.
Not one of the 51 varieties is named ind chilren Gladys and Marjorie.
Recently. Miss Crane, a year out of Heinz, but there is one named the Mrs, Matilda Fikkarainen. Mrs.
college, celebrated her 23d birthday.
TIMELY HELPS
Herman gull. There are only two or Hilma Manning. Mr. and Mrs Jack
She is now a grown-up poet, hard at
Maki Mr. and Mrs. Waino Kangas
for the
work. In the last year she has pub three common around our coast, and son Larry. A happy evening was
HOMEMAKER
lished two new books, the latest namely, the herring gull, ever present, passed with songs and short speeches j
The Mutual Benefit Society pre "Swear By the Night."
ano very often a common nuisance; from Rev ahd Mrs. Heino Coffee “
sented a cantata in Fuller's hall to
Maine handmade rugs travel to all
• the encyclopedia does not always and cakes were served. A gift of
a large crowd.
The proceeds
After talking with some local at give the whole story: "Herring gull money was presented to Mr. and parts of the Unhed States and beau
amounted to J75. This was to be tendants of "Hamlet" with 'Leslie subsists upon fish." and down in, Mrs Kangas.
tify rooms as far west as Oregon,
COOKING PHEASANTS repeated on New Years eve.
Howard as the "Great Dane." in Bos- Eastern Maine he leaves the sea coast
Services Sunday will be held at says Mrs Rena Campbell Bowles. Ex
------Capt. Thomas Wheeler went as ton. it is of particular interest to note goes inland and eats the blueberries; the church at 1.30
A Press Herald Columnist mate in a large schooner captained the review shown in last week's New Bonaparte's gull (in my boyhood Donation sale will be held Thurs- tension home industries specialist, in
York Times signed with the initials J they were always called medrakes) a day at 7 p. m. at the church. Small speaking of ways ln which Maine
Catches Our Newspaper by A Chadwick.
The above items were taken from ''E.FM." Quoting at random: "flf j fisherman also, whether they go in- gifts from friends will be greatly ap- women are earning money at home.
Unawares
“Town Talk printed 50 years ago. Boston Is any criterion. Leslie How- land j do not know; Kittiwake. the predated and a welcome to all meet Rugs which sell most readily are
those that are correctly and durably
ard's 'Hamlet, will .provide ample habitat of which is the Arctic region; ings Is extended the public.
This paper has so much faith in the
In my article a short time ago on
blade. Colors soft in tone and blend
i University of Maine Extension Serv Quoddy. I left out the most import discussion for Manhattan. Even at Great black-backed gull — habitat,
ed harmoniously in old fashloneu
this first performance there was coast of North America.
UNION
ice that it published unthinkingly its ant part. This trip, sponsored by
patterns are popular.
abundant difference of opinion.
with my companion and his movMr
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Rawley.
was
in
recipe for cocking wild game, includ
Those who had seen John Gielgud jng picture camera I sauntered reHigh School Notes
• • • •
celebration of their 29th wedding an
ing pheasants. And lo! and behold! niversary. May they have many were not averse to voicing compari- cently to Castle Island to get some
Visitors Day will be observed Nov. I Many handmade rugs, both hooked
t°° near the shots at the large steamers coming 12 in schools here. Regular school and braided, are sent to the Maine
We are taken to task by that Press more as enjoyable as that proved to S°nS'
stage called the production more ancj going. When I arrived I sau six work will be carried on in the grade ! home industry shops at York. WisHerald departmental writer who! be!
visual than audible. To confound biacle-winged gulls, three perched or. school all day At 2 o'clock Warden ■ cassrt. Thomaston. Southwest Harflaunts the name of Vaak W. Nimrod
Boze. I really think you are fond of them, an ovation that came as much spiles and three in the waler. I got Johnson of the State Prison will ' >>or. Norway and other centers for
at the masthead of his interesting baked beans. So am I but I draw the i ^rom crowdcd galleries as from be- a g(xx1
at them through the speak to the High School assembly. | sa'“ to lourlsts. These home lnI yarns.
line on "tansy bags" and may I add. low stalrs summon«d the actor before g]asses
A "Friday the 13th" dance Is beiift dustry renlers offer a wide variety
Here is what “Isaak W Nimrod" “wormwood tea." My friend, if you the curtain for a speech at the end
There were no herring gulls or me- Sponsoj.ed py
Athletic Association
homemade articles,
, drakes
Qi-aKCS ln
me vicinity then.
men. When
«u-.-n I at
gymnasium
in the
said in yesterday's issue of our want real baked beans, you must try of a 'ong e'en*n8
Johnson yellow eye. Each bean has
l^an
,hey d‘d C°me' Mr Black-win8s
' Managers elected for basketball ar»
Beautiful hand woven articles come
esteemed Portland contemporary:
a print of a soldier on it. They are ™
“av”.°,T iJe
»nraW“y
AS they "eW d°W" th<? haf' Willard Howard for boys and Eleanor from homes in Ogunquit. Limerick.
“I was amazed to learn that the a third1 larger than the ordinary
h* *'
£ £
“ J. ht »or to me. I noticed they had black simmon.s for girls. Games are al- Norway, and Southwest Harbor.
Rockland Courier-Gazette assumes yellow eye and have a distinctive play . However, by the second night UJls alsQ N(?ither Qf us had ever I
Treated cones to burn in the fire
t tQok ready being scheduled with neighbor
that there are bird hunters in that flavor. Come on down. Boze. the an unfortunately stlized Intoning of spen guUs Hke th&se
ing towns, the first of which will be place at the holiday season or to,
section cf the State who would shoot smelts are biting fine. Ernest Rawley t^2^lt?An:,:P?!yL^°m^dHhe matter up with the Museum of with Thomaston boys' and girls' send to a friend back heme are
caught 60 with hook and line. The ' by welrd moUons and stran»e music Comparative Zoology at Harvard
packaged beautifully by a family in
teams Nov. 17 at Union.
a pheasant. I am led to the assump- Murphy brothers caught 15
\ had disappeared. Hamlet's advice to
College where I was told that the
The new warming-up suits have! Dexter. One Pownal woman makes
tion that they do think so by the fact whjch means about 200 fish They the players, which had been omit- black-backet! gull is not uncommon
birch bark articles of original designs,
arrived.
that the paper publishes instructions (the fishi are really ravenous right ted' was restored ... It is agreed that on the New England-coast and breeds
in
white
letters
acrass
the
^or
most part her products are
"Union”
for cooking the birds.
Under the now.
now.
the settings are uncommonly hand- j
useful, artistic souvenirs of the state.
- --,
J occasionally along the coast of Maine {ront
But it is on Mr. Howard that I
,
. .. .
, i iront.
some
Elmer E. Allen
There are records of iLs breeding o.i | not lunches are being served at the
heading 'Ccoking Wild Game; the
most of the discussion centers. To
Tenants Harbor. Nov. 4
the
islands
at
the
mouth
of
Salem
I gchoo, by Mrs Carlton
A South Fortland woman makes
item says. Hunting season means the
an unusual degree he emphasizes the
Harbor. None has a black tail, alRehearsals on the senior play. '■'Dearie Dollr." If one o( her dolls
frailty
and
youth
of
Hamlet.
In
ges

housewife may have to cook a pheas
THE AGED CAPTAIN
ways white in the adult.
"Diamonds" 'by Mabel Conklin A’llyn. j could talk she might say, “Children
ture he is sparing, after the fashion
ant ... •
(For The Courier-Gazette)
In Utah the gull is a sacred bird; will start next week under the di- love me. I have a variety of brothers
of
the
modern
stage.
His
voice
sur

Long years find him unreconciled,
“I am (aid that pheasants are
the reason being that many years ago rcction of Miss Mildred Merrifield.
and sisters. We are in demand, for
To dwelling Inland far.
prisingly misses much of the music
Away from the rushing waters,
plentiful in Kncx County but I
a plague of locusts and grasshoppers
over
1.030 of u^ have traveled from
That hurdle the harbor bar;
of the speech. By choice he does not
am sure that none of the boys in
descended upon Utah and threatened
Like to a sea-bird quite Is he.
home
in the last two years."
so much project himself above his
VINALHAVEN
Caged and wlng-cllpped beside—
that locality would shoot one. I
• • • •
to destroy the crops. Gulls flew from
Knowing never a salty breeze.
surroundings as submerge himself
Seeing never a foam-flecked tide:
do recall that two of my friends
the
West
Coast
and
gobbled
up
the
.
At
Memorial
hall
a
confetti
ball
A
bit
of
wood
carving, a pumpkin
within them. To some, a Hamlet
Throughout his active days.
tried it several years ago and as a
aforesaid
locusts
et
als.
The
people
wUh
enterta
in
m
ent
will
be
given
He knew little of the land;
pine
table
or
piece
of furniture from
Ships were his life, and talk at ships— helpless in the web of fate is appeal erected a gull monument to comconsequence were obliged to ex
£>ay by tbe American Leg- Wiscasset or Eliot; a wrought iron
They held with a steel-llke band!
ing. It is intellectually defensible.
plain the matter to a judge. But
ion and Auxiliary. A half ton of toasting fork, or a wood basket purBut It tends to a low-pitched per memorate that great event
In dreams he pictures dashing waves.
that Is water over the dam and
If you ever visit the University Coaj
awarded.
chased at Bluehill or Camden; sea
Takes note of fair winds strong.
formance that misses emotional
Feels dipping prow, sees filling sheet.
the birds have been safe in the
Museum
at
Harvard,
be
sure
to
look
Mr
and
^lilton
Ames
are
re4
shore toys from Newcastle, all re
depths and retards the pulses of ex
As his staunch ship plows along:
county for some time It must be
I Standing a-near his helmsman's side.
at the case containing gulls. I have ceiVing congratulations on the birllf mind the tourist family of vacation
citement."
He scans the sky's expanse—
that the Rockland paper is look
been reading a great deal about gulls ! of a
days in Maine.
• • • •
No speck of land can eye discern.
ing forward to the time when
As he wheels for a searching glance;
lately from the pen of leading natMrs. Eliza Swears visited Thursday
Heinz
Liepmann
from
London
1 A slster-shlp appears—
pheasants will be legal game in
as far as Bangor by her daughter,
i She Is hailed, a hall comes back.
says: “Nearly three and one-half uralist writers and while much of it ln Rockland.
! And then the vessels proudly pass.
Maine.”
is technical, it is nevertheless inter
Miss Nathalie Smith.
years
have
passed
by
since
the
con

The
number
of
votes
cast
Here
I Each true to its charted track.
The Ccurier-Gazette hastens to ac
Edward Ames returned Wednesday
flagration of books in Germany. esting.
Tuesday was 693.
j "I hope," and the good wife listens,
One writer. Frank M. Chapman
knowledge its grievous slip—and that | "And I know you wish It with me.
Despite that the teachings of Spinoza
Mrs. Herbert Carver was hostess to from Rockland.
of the Extension Service—and it is That the home to which we're speeding. Heinrich Heine and Karl Marx have claims there is authentic record of a the Needlecraft Club Wednesday
Lleth close to a throbbing sea!"
forced to acimit regretfully that there
not been uprooted from the minds of flock of gulls following a ship from t night at her home,
A. S.
For a
are hunters in Kncx County who are Medford Hillside, Mass.
people, or forgotten. This danger the coast of Ireland to New York—a j Mrs. Mamie Calder visited in
career of
too quick on the draw to be aiding in
was much greater with the living distance of 2500 miles.
Rockland this week.
Choose HUB ACADEMY, largest in
New England Faculty of professional
the conservation of that beautiful
If you happen to see a black-backedi I Ernest Hatch of Portland has been
authors, with men like Thomas
lecturers Aggressive employment de
WE
BUY
partment to place graduates. Fullv
bird, the pheasant.
Mann, Heinrich Mann, Arnold Zweig, black-winged, black-tailed gull any- j jn town the past few days,
equipped kit given absolutely free of
And now will Isaak W. Nimrod
Lion Feuchtwanger. Albert Einstein, where, will you kindly tell me all I Malcolm Hopkins left today for
charge. Day and evening classes now
forming Write for catalogue.
please explain why in borrowing the
and Stefan Zweig. Naturally the about it. when and where seen? Worcester. Mass., where he has cmHUB ACADEMY
plumage of the famed Mr. Walton he CLARENCE E. DANIELS civilized countries continued to print Thank you, much obliged.
ployment.
,
Of Hair and Beauty Culture
JEWELER
N C. C.
doesn't spell Izaak the way the latter
translations of the works by these
Mrs. W A. Smith went Friday to
161 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston
370 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Approved by State of Maine
Somerville, Mass., Nov. 4.
did.
authors, uninfluenced by that blazPresque Isle. She was accompanied

At the school meeting held March
23. James M. Smith was elected
moderator and L. W. Seavey, clerk
and agent in District 9.
Sch. Seventy-Six was being loaded
with lumber at Norfolk for New
Haven. Conn.
• • • •
E T Hart wrote a story entitled,
“Clam Digger's Revenge, but it was
not published.
A»; entertainment wtis given at
Long Cove by the Sunday School
Among those who took part were
Rosie
Eva Heminway.
May,
.. . Wall.
___ _ _____________
,, __
Slingsbv. Lewis Smith. Albert Smith
June Gordon. Arthur Smith, MelUe
Wood. Manfred Humphrey.
Sch. Rising Sun was floated and
taken alongside Rawley's wharf. She
had been lying near the hulk Sch.
June Fish for several years.

TEN-MONTH-OLD BABY BEGINS
WORLD CRUISE WITH PARENTS

At Sound City, on the banks of the
Thames in London, they are filming
The Mill on the Floss. An old mill,
with bent gables and weathered walls,
looking as if it had withstood cen
turies of the English climate, stands
on the river bank It is set only on a
framework, as eventually it must be
washed away by the flood—a torrent
of water contained in big tanks; but
its air of solidity is perfect. The pic
ture is being made by John Clein.
who has been wanting for years to
film this great Victorian novel. Its
difector is Tim ,Whelan, and the
scenario has been built up by John
Drinkwater. poet and playwright. Al
though he wrote the dialogue for the
Tauber picture. “Blossom Time,"
this is the first time Mr. Drinkwater
has been fully involved in the job
of film writing. He is dialogue dir
ector for "The Mill on the Floss" and
will subsequently work on several
other pictures,
....
Picking up a book that "came out<ome years ag0, a small folder fell
out. proclaiming "Novels of 1915 by
the foremost American and English
authors." from the press of The
Macmillan Company. Here is the list:
-A ,Far country" »>y Winston
Churchill '•Brunel's Tower" by Eden
Phillpotts. “Mrs. Martin's Man," by
St. John G. Ervine. "The Harbor" by
Ernest Poole "Bealby" by H G.
Wells. "The Hand of Peril" by Arthur
Stringer. “The Scarlet Plague" by
Jack London. "Getting a .Wrong
Start," a truthful autobiography
(anonymous). "The Business Adventures of Billy Thomas" by Elmer E.
Ferris. How many of these did you
read?
• • • •
One ol the sensations of the winter

|
ing pyre. But for a long time there ,
was an overwhelming danger that
new works of these writers in their I
own language would no longer ap
pear. and that the creations of these
authors would be lost to German
culture.
•‘But the fundamental phenomenon I
Of civilization cannot be suppressed.
idealistic publishers in the countries
around Germany undertook the
printing in German of the works of
the 'burned' authors, although they
could not reckon upon an economic
success in doing so. For prior to the
advent of Hitler only about five per
cent of German published books
were sold outside of Germany. When
these new publishing houses were
founded, they were looked down upon
with scom by Germany and were
even regarded with anxiety by emlgrant circles. Who outside of Germany reads German books?
"For this reason the result of the
experiment can only be considered as
a miracle. Two Dutch, one French,
one Swiss, and one Czecho-Slovakian
publishing company have not only
brought out in these three and a half
years 200 books by refugee German
writers, but have besides that dis
covered a large number of important
new authors—a proceeding that is a I
risk, even in normal times, but which
has been Justified by the attainment
of a circulation that has exceeded
the mast optimistic opinions Of Lion
Feuchtwanger's 'Gebruder Opp?nheim' 20.000 copies, and of Heinz
Lieptnann's 'Vaterland'
('Murder
Madein Germany') 22.000 have been
sold. Two new authors have also
achieved remarkable success. Wolf
gang LanghofPs first book reached a
sale of 20.000 copies and Konrad
Heidens biography of Hitler reached
the same figure. ,
• • • •
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EAST WASHINGTON

DARING EXPLOITS RECALLED

AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES

The weather here has been ideal
John S. Ranlett of Ralph Ulmer
for the local hunters because of the
Camp has recently received notice of
dampness. Deer have been bagged bv
his appointment as national aide on
<$> <§> <§>
John Dawson, Leroy Grinnell. Ray
the staff of Scott Leavitt, command
Turner of this town. Tommy Orff of
er-in-chief.
By Chuck Corhard
North Waldoboro, also Lorenzo LinMrs. Fannie Brewster in company
scott of the adjoining town of Applewith Mrs A H Flood of Holiday J
Filmland has become Dan Cupid's
ton. Why need hunters go north
E?ach recently went to Burlingame,
capital! In fact Hollywood conducts
when just as many deer can be
Calif., where she will pass the winter.
: the largest romantic clinic in the
found in this section at much less
Mlssi (Lena |Oonary and> nephew I
world. The “fanmale'' heart of the
trouble and expense?
Ralph iSpcar of Rockland and niece !
nation beats violently for its favorite
Mrs. Frank Campbell of Newton,
Richard Adams of Newport. R; I., I
Centre recently spent a day with
feminine stars, and puts It in wrltarrived in town Friday and with W.
Mr and Mrs. E. H. Perry. Mr. and (
M. Prescott left shortly after for
j ing. A recent check of the stars'
Mrs. Arthur Fitzgerald of West
Northern Maine where they will
I mail bag reveals that 33 per cent of
Waldoboro visited them Wednesday, j
spend a few days hunting big game
the fan letters written oy men are
Mr and Mrs. Frank McKinney of |
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlock were
proposals or requests for dinner and
Rockland were guests at cards last J
recent business visitors in Gardiner
1
dancing
dates.
Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. j>‘. C.
and Augusta.
, These letters which some from pro
Maloney.
Mr and Mrs. James Belcher Sr. of
fessional men. executives, college boys
Mrs. D. A. Sherer spent Wednesday
Bristol were visitors Sunday at the
street car conductors, and those in
with Mrs. Cecil A. Rhodes in Cam
home of their son James.
all walks of life, give Myrna Loy
den.
\
, first place as the idead wife. She has
Nearly al! the young people from
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Farnham and
j received as many as 79 proposals in
this
section
went
to
Knox
Ridge
Mon

daughter of Belfast visited Friday
one week Myrna's charm and underday night to attend the confetti ball
at the home of Mrs. F. W. Robbins.
1
standing as a screen wife are stressed
with music by the Hill Billy's. They
Miss Olive Tolman was ln Rock
by fans who believe she would make a
reported an attendance of 300 couple.
land Monday attending the Sunshine
perfect real-life brid\ ahd would
Considered loo risky a job for ordinary crooks, stealing the million
This was the last dance of a success
Club meeting and was overnight
like
to be the bridegroom. Myrna
dollar
diamond
in
the
Twentieth
Century
Fox
drama,
“
15
Maiden
ful
season.
guest of Miss Marcia Farwell.
went into first place after portray
Miss Jane Bronkie has concluded
Lane,” doesn't disturb CESAR ROMERO. Tense moments, such as the
Mr. and Mrs Alton Cargill and
ing William Powell's wife in "The
her work at Knox Hospital and Mon
abose with CLAIRE TREVOR and LLOYD NOLAN, find him cool
daughter of Union were at the home
Thin Man." So many requests were
day entered the employ of the Rock
of
Mrs.
Cargill
’
s
sister
Mrs.
Lottie
Another milestone of the U. S. Marine Corps will be reached on November 10, when it celebrates its
and unruffled.
received1 that this same studio is
land Red Cross as assistant to Miss
Prescott for a recent visit.
long years cf service to the country. The Corps was authorized by an Act of the Continental Congress
making a sequel to it entitled “After
Eliza Steele.
The Halloween dance at Light's pa
in 1775. although State Marines of Massachusetts, Connecticut. Rhode Island and other New England
the Thin Man."
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rose. Mr.
vilion drew a large crowd. Favors
colonies were active at a much tarlie period. Upper left: sea soldiers as they appeared with John Paul
In the first ten who inspire the
and Mrs. Joseph Simmons and Mrs.
were given and there were plenty of
Jones aboard the frigate Bon Homme Richard in the year 1779. At right: Marines raising Old Glory
largest
number of proposals are Joan
Rinna Andrews of Tenants Harbor
noise makers to enliven the place.
at Derne. Tripoli, in 1805, the first time our Hag was flown over a fortress of the Old World. Lower
,j , Crawford. Jean Harlow. Eleanor
spent Sunday as guests of (Mrs, Ida
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Witham of
left: inspection of marines aboard a modern man- o'-war.
: Powell, Rosalind Russell, Carole
Barrows and Miss Lottie Ewell.
South Pittston were guests Sunday
Lombard, Madeleine Carroll. Clau
At the joint Installation of Hunt
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Overlook
dette Colbert. Kay Francis and Bar
ley-Hill Post and Auxiliary Mrs. John
Charlie Bowman and Miss Alberta
American vessel. Four years later (mese were involved in the mutiny,
(By Loren T. Casey)
bara Stanwyck.
S. Ranlett who had' been elected
they took part in a similar mission. However, he made a quick decision. Swett were callers Sunday at tlie
• • • •
Washington. November — Daring
,
, .
.
president took oath of office. She
,
.
. . . . „„ captunng a senes of forts from the He ordered 10 members of his Marine Overlock home
Due to an idle rumor circulated
exploits
on
land
or
sea.
which
have
__
”
was presented with a beautiful bou
Koreans.
Detachment to repair to the quarterthroughout the country it was said
quet of chrysanthemums by the won for it an enviable reputation in
Then came disturbances in Egypt deck, a ship's cutter to be made ready,
that Oreta Garbo was in very bad
SOUTH
LIBERTY
the
past,
gleam
like
highlights
in
t
he
auxiliary of Ralph Ulmer Camp.
ln 1882. with the U. S. Marines land- and then, together with the greatly
health
and that her present picture
career of the U. S. Marine Corps,
ing with British forces at Alexandria excited Siamese officer, they rowed
Mr. and Mrs Frank Gove of Taun
“Camille'' would be her last. How
which will celebrate its 161st an
for the purpose of preserving order to the vessel in distress.
SWAN'S ISLAND
ever. those persons who have worked
ton, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
niversary Nov. 10.
and preventing pillage.
1 Arriving at their destination, they Gove of Plymouth. Mass. are visiting
with Oreta Garbo through the years
Dj
’
hif
the
more
than
a
century
The Halloween social last Saturday
Panama has witnessed the landing boarded the ship of the mutinous their cousin Mrs. Inez Leigher
1 and who are now working with her
and a half of their existence, there
night in Red Men's hall was well at
of marines at least five or six times; | crew, and in less than an hour rein her latest opus, declare that she
is h&ia.'y a year In which the soldiers
Mrs. Lyndia Jewett called on Mrs.
tended. tlie committee being Hester
once when It was a part of Columbia ! gained icontrol over the situation,
i is happier and in better health than
of the sea have not carried Old
Jesse Flanders recently.
Freethy. Liura Stinson. Mary Trask
in 1835. and on various other occas- ! Order had been brought about where
ever before in the past.
Glory ashore ln the name of Uncle
, .
. .
,
.
.
Hillard Linscott and family of Bel
and Margaret Sprague
ions up until 19C3. when the United chaos had once reigned. Their misj Thia metamorphosis of Garbo is
Sam. either to protect Amencav lives
! .
. .
.
. A . ..
Harvey Tinker and Henry Tinker
i States took over the control of the sion having been completed, the fast viited Sunday at Mr. and Mrs.
evident in her daily conduct on the
and property, or to carry out some
arrived home last Saturday aft»r
Isthmus and pushed the canal Americans returned to their own ship Louie Light's.
sound stages at iM-G-M. In appear
sort of naval enterprise, backed by
Mr and Mrs. Frank Gove. Mrs
spending the summer in the yachting
through to completion.
j aft«r an absence of less than four
ance she is slightly slendered, but
our government.
colony.
Or. no fewer than fourteen occas- ' hours and read/ for any eventuality Fred Gove. Mrs. Inez Leigher and
gracefully and athletically slender,
Since 1775. when the first two bat
Mrs. Effle Hill were In Augusta re
F Chase Savage of Portland passed
ions marines have been landed in'
might arise.
i
according to cameramen who have
talions cf American Marines were
,
list weekend with Mrs. Savage at
China to protect American lives and
Small wonder that the U. 6. cently.
photographed her for eleven years.
! authorized by the Continental Con- i
the home of her parents. Mr. and 1 gress at Philadelphia, down to the property, first at Shanghai in 1854 Marines can look back on their 161
Her complexion, without make-up,
Alton Overlock was in Augusta
Mrs. Will Holmes.
is the glow of health, intensified by
I present time 125 landings have been and later at Cantcn. Tientsin, and years of service with a touch of pride, Saturday.
elsewhere. A noteworthy occasion was or that the newspapers have so aften
Arthur Torrey was badly injured
1 a golden body tan she has acquired
Miss Mirie'.a G. Leigher and
i made by this branch of the ervice.
the march to the relief of Peking carried the headlines: “The Marines Donald R Patrick spent the weekend
last Saturday, while shoeing a mule
■ in the California sunshine. She has
i The list does not include their service
in his blacksmith shop. He was alone in France during the World War, in 1900. and in later years frequent' have landed and have the situation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E A.
thrilled to the ewin 3 of lively
at the time and w*as found uncon- 1 campaigns in the Philippines, or landings at Shanghai, where a large we" in hand."
I rhumbas, played by an orchestra on
Leigher.
scious and bleeding badly from the ; varlous landings madp Qn ouf Qwn force of sea soldiers was sent ln 1927.
The romantic leads in “The Bi < The music, however. Is only inci- the stage ln her presence for the first
Miss Ruth Jewett has employment
head and nose. He is gaining slowly ( WeM
whpn u wgs a
Qf a number of them still remaining on |
i Broadcast of 1937," new star-studded dental to an elaborate program time. She has even requested them
in Appleton.
NORTH HAVEN
and it is hoped no serious conditions Mexico
duty there.
Mr. and Mrs Wellman Haskell and j musical comedy are Ray Milland. headed by Jack Benny and includ- to play songs for her.
• • • •
Many important expeditions were
Mr and Mrs. H. O. Grant are driv-1 children were guests Sunday of Mrs Frank Forest, and Shirley Ross ing GeorRe Burns and Oracle Alien.
will arise.
Their record of landings reads like
Gracie Allen started in vaudeville
) They are members of a cast which Bob (Turns. Martha Raye. Shirley
Mis. Rilla Joyce went last Saturday (he index Qf g Rand.McNallJ. atlas. launched by the sea soldiers In the ing through to New York Wednesday. Lyndia Jewett and family
Mr Willard and E BWhitaker also includes Jack Benny, George Rcss. Ray Milland, Frank Forest, in San Francisco, later joining her
to Rockland where she will spend the and em|,races su:;h distant lands as 'at-cr years of the last century, with their daughter Shirley who has
winter with her niece Mrs. Vicis Japan. ~ China. Korea. Abyssinia, amon« th«“m the suppression of a ' employment there for the winter caned onMr and Mrs. E. A. Leigher I Eurns and Gracie Allen. Bob Burn: Benny Fields.Eleanore Whitney, j thr« older sisters, remaining when
Martha Raye Benny Goodman and Larry Adler, and many others Good her sisters left the act to start dancAlbee.
Sumatra. Tripoli, Egypt and the Fiji revolution in Hawaii in 1833. and They were accompanied by Mr. andrecently.
iWent with a friend
The Methodist Ladies' Aid was en- js]ands
again at Guantanamo Bay. Cuba, in Mrs. I. A. Grant.
Mrs. Bernice Light and family wete his Orchestra. Benny Fields and Leo- old Gracie Allen comes to the screen *ng schoota .
tertained recently by Mrs Lucy
1898, one battalion holding the naval
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Jordan of Med- recent visitors at the home of Mis odd Stokowski and his Symphony in this picture as the sponsor of a It0 New Jersey to see an act tried out
adio iprogram w<ho has her own ; -backstage met George Burns then
Smith.
It also includes such diversified base there against the attacks ol field. Mass., recently visited friends Amy Gleason.
Orchestra.
ideas
on what constitutes a good doing an act Burns and Lorraine
Mrs. Lilia Moulden is visiting rela- duties as the suppression of piracy j some 6.CO3 Spaniards
Benny
Goodman
and
his
orches

in town.
’
j Mrs. Esther Moody was guest of her
c.oat'cast. Despite the efforts of I whicl? stiaightway became Burns and
tives on the mainland.
along the coast of Africa or in the I
• • •
Philip Gregory picked a blue violet sister Mrs. Lyndia Jewett recently. tra will uphold the "swing" side and
Misses Sheila Babson and Norma j West Indies, the boarding of a Sia-In the Twentieth Century
alone the Wednesday growing by a roadside
Mrs. Laura Fuller is visiting her f eopold Stokowski, internationally Husband George and Studio Director; Allen when she came the Dizzy
glil . . . After four years of teaming
Babson of Blue Hill passed last week- j mese vessel to put down a mutiny. Marines have embarked onmissions near the Sampson farm.
daughter Mrs Alfred Clark in Unity. famous Symphony conductor will Eenny to straighten her out, she
lead
his
famous
orchestra
for
the
puts
her
idea
across.
One
of
the
they
slgned a six year contract with
to
the
Philippines.
Cuba.
Mexico,
end with their grandparents. Mr. ana diplomatic visits to African poten
Frank Sampson has been confined
“sweet" side. Before the picture is things she does is to put Stan Kavand celebrated the event with
Mrs Everett Gross.
tates. and the building of a fort in the Haiti. San Domingo and Nicaragua,
to the house a few days as result of a
CUSHING
over the symphony orchestra plays anagh the famous comic juggler who i marriaBe and a trip to Europe . .
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew’ Watson mo Marquesas Islands to protect war apart from their landings in China,
lame back
and their participation in the World
tored Monday to Portland, accompan vessels captured in the War of 1812.
The deer hunting season in this “swing" and Benny Goodman's too.- never says a word, on her program. ' Drvol«d * thfir two adopted youngters. Sandra Jean and Ronnie.
Lester Grant of Northern Maine was
ied by Mrs. Nettie Milan and grand
Names of the newly-enlisted War, where the Fourth Brigade of
The love interest is carried by,
county started Monday and every iers toot "sweet,” all for the grealei
daughter Margo Snell of Kennebunk. marines were scarcely dry on the Marines won the highest honors and recent guect of relatives here.
young man and some of the older j glory of par and toe and the general Shirley Ross, a new-comer to films,
Lloyd Whitmore is moving to his ones as well were ready and waiting hilarity promised by this latest edi- who is possessed of a lovely singing MODERN
WOMEN
Rev. Neil Bousfield of the Maine books at Philadelphia, when the sea suffered approximately 12.000 casu
new home at the village.
Seacoast Missionary Society held j soldiers made their first landing at alties.
tion of Paramount's annual tribute voice and is an excellent dancer, and need not suffer monthly pain ami delay due
for the chase
VU colds,
CUIUS, nervous
MCI VUU3OUUIII,
’ ApxFnui or
, >» similar
ot
_
j
,
! to
strain, exposure
causes.
Each of these episodes carries its
Mr. and Mrs. William Lobly reRay Milland—adv.
' —
- •
—
services Sunday afternoon at the New Providence in the Bahamas in
Chi-ches-tcrs
Diamond'•Btnnd......
Pills nre effective,
Capt. and Mrs. F. L. Maloney mo- to radio
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estate Elizabeth k marshall filed for allowance by Herbert L. Orin- evening the men gathered for the *
Clyde Butler and Miss Harriet R. larger fie'd and this was to be her
smaR Amprjcan batterj, was placed on special flle
i.te of^r.m^Ma^decew^
Pet,
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... ^estate LENA H graves late oi' formation of a Men's Brotherhood
SMALL pigs for sale. $2 50 up F. A.
Williams. Christmas committee; Mrs
KIMBALL. 397 Old County Rd.. Tel
deceased Petition
for Adlast before the punning mee ln^ahe
manuaU to the
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leach of Warren for operat. U‘2-U
m eof said ArttnAon or | Rockland
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Eunice Shorey and Mrs Nina Leach,
was presented with a beautiful drest__ _
lng a motor yghlcle while under the Ad^Y^^thmlt^nri*
* ,ppolnted Oram of Rockland, or *ome other ault- officers were elected; President. ; YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
Admx.. without bond
sick committee for two weeks. It
I able person be appointed Admr.. with- Clayton Smith; vice president. J. Samples and knitting directions free. H.
clip as a token of regard by the lo
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influence
of
intoxicating
liquor
was
|
estate carrie blake
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late of j out bond.
was also voted to take a special col- I
cal Farm Bureau. At present 26
Rockport, deceased. Petition for Admlnl- ! Witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD, Carlton Davis; secretary. Roland
POCOHONTAS soft coai. $8 50; hard
Tne criminal docket was called sentenced to 30 days in jail
lection at the next meeting in two I
ration, a-klng that Vesper E Grover! Esquire. Judge of Probate Court for
members are enrolled here for 1937 Friday morning and several case;
Richards; treasurer. Ernest M Tor coal. $15; coke. $11 J. B PAULSEN.
Knox County. Rockland. Maine.
Court
adjourned
to
9.30
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of
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or
«ome
other
suitable
per
Tel.
84-2. Thomaston.
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weeks to financing Christmas work
Attest:
son be appointed Admr . with bond.
Ihe next meeting will be Nov. 20 were listed for trial.
rey. The next meeting will be Tues- , HIOHEST quanty Ras, 8tate of Maine,
morning
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
Mrs. Willis Kinney entertained at
ESTATE ISAAC N YOUNG, late of
with “Dress Accessories” as the
131-8-137 dav at which time department com- wholesale, retail; tires bargain prices,
bridge Tuesday night at her home in
Thomaston, deceased, Petition for Adtopic. Everyone ls invited.
mlttees will be elected. All men ol Main st city.
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ministration,
asking
that
Hollis
D
Wooster at Warren Highlands, has Young of Thomaston, or some other
Rockland, her guests being. Mrs. Her
WARREN
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night
the
suitable person be appointed Admr..
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without bond.
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liams and Miss Eliza Whitney, of,first and sec00*! degrees were conMiss Ruth Beane ha? returned to
Nancy Savage was supper
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^“XT'^’ne^.^ckVan^
ESTATE ANNIE O CONANT, late of
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IN KNOX COUNTY COURT

jn Everybody’s Column J? ***

WAN ILL)

♦ LOST AND FOUND ‘ '

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS

ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood.
also lumber. T. J. CARRock,and
132-tf
rooms, good cellar, garage,
northerly on the ahore of said Pond to 1 three weeks.
provement". $160? House 71 rooms.6 good
Grace Chapter O.ES. has been in- George Grange Thursday and were ville.
Students of Warren High S hool w“‘daD County, and fully described in land of Lyman Alden, thence easterly
; cellar lightu Rood well 2-car eara&e 8
_
..
.
.
.
said Petition, presented bv Charles A. on said Alden's line to land formerly of
The Methodist Ladies' Aid has set acrps clPar flp,d on ROOd roadg 5 ^,'lea
vited to Wiwurna Chapter in Waldo-, greatly pleased at the masterly way
JFor the eonvemence of parents h?ard Cameron Beck of New York Rose of Rockland. Gdn.
lyTSout 2%X^,™dit0feo^^eUtG."' Dec. 2 as the date of its Christmas ^om city IIOOO. House 1 room.,,
good
boro next Tuesday; supper at 6.30. in which the third and fourth de- and friends during Education Week city ^peak-Thursday afternoon at
estate abram w nye. late of
garage, barn, city water, light*
—
Rockland,
o'
pc
eased.
Petition
for
License
Members of Williams-Brazier Post [ grees were conferred by Glover Robcan
be
had.
8
or
10
acres,
on
tar
road,
________________________________
£enrS,’7otett
and -pan evening session has been arranged Camden High School. Transportation to
Sell certain Real fetatc. situated in
near village. $800. House 5 rooms with
Auxiliary are requested to be at the | inson and Violet Robinson of foj.
at the High l3<.hooi
was furnished bv busses of Mrs Isa Rfx'k and and Portland, and fully de- ! southerly about 15 rods to stake and ■
Mrs Ray Easton will entertain u..
the cellar, lights, center of city. 8800;
was
iurnun.Q
o>
ousses
oi m-s isa ,crlb€d ,n sald Pptlt|On presented by ‘ stones: thence westerly about 21 rods '
another house 6 rooms with garage,
Methodist Church at 6.45 p. m Sun-1 Rochester N. H . who were visiting
LieweiivnCarleton of Portland Admr
to stake and stones; thence southerly ,Try tahe.p Club Monday nignt at r.er lights, water. $600 Will sell any of these
Rev. H I. Holt will have as ser- Teague and Charles Saund;r
day in order to attend the Armistice ■ theri grandmother Mrs. Ella Robind b n c.t a
| about 21 rods to land formerly of John ’ hpme on Alneit,Ury Hill.
for small payment down, balance as
thence westerly on said land
Miss Florence Eastman of Beverly,
rent. V. F STUDLEY. Tel 1154 or 330.
E3TATE ABEL M FULLER, late of Fogler;
Day service in a body.
| son. Local residents were especially mon topic at thc Congregational
about 120 rods to stake and stones;
Stated meeting of Harbor Light Many more not listed.
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Church Sunday morning. "The Un- Mass spent last weekend with her Rockland, deceased First and final ac thence southerly about 5 rods to stake
Grace Chapter CE.S. meets Wed interested because these are grand broken Fellowship. ' Immediately fol- 1 — ------------ _
! count filed for allowance by Stella Fuller and stones; thence westerly about 20; Chapter DE3. was held Tuesday
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d for
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estate alice c sherman i.te of same premises conveyed
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E3TATE FRANK E POST late of Signed by the said North National Bank : officer.
Grace Chapter of which
fine buck Thursday. To date, seven Rockland, deceased Second account to the Rockland National Bank, a
Glover
FOUR-room tenement at 38 Mechanic
ning.
—
“Robinson
'
■'is master of the
Several from the Baptist Church have been shot here three Monday.1 flled for »ll0*'ance by Julia a Post, Exx National banking corporation located at Mrs. Davis is a member, will be Rtreet to let. lights, flush MRS W S.
said Rocklend. by written assignment special guests.
The Sewing Circle of Grace Chap Grange in Rochester.
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ESTATE
ALICE
8.
SPEAR,
late
of
KENNISTON.
176 Main St. Tel. 874-W
attended the meeting Sunday of the One Tuesday, two Wedn-sdat. and Warren, deceased. First and final ac- dated July 18. 1931. and recorded ln
132-tf
ter. O.E.5. met Tuesday night at the
County Registry of Deeds. Book
Knox
County
Ministerial
Associa-,
State Christian Endeavor Conven one Thursday. The report that count filed for allowance by Raymond Knox
WESTERN side, unfurnished apart
173. Page 467; and whereas, the condi
home of the Worthy Matron, Mrs.
M Spear. Exr
WASHINGTON
tion of said Mortgage has been broken. tion will meet at the Rockport ment to let, 14 Summer street. Ollburner.
tion held at IRockland Baptist Burdcen Simmons shot one Monday
ESTATE JAMES M WHITNEY late of now therefore, by reason of the breach
Lucy S. Young. A business meeting was
fn, it. bnth garage. MISS ANNIE FRYE 134-tf
Church.
Rockport, deceased. First and final ac of the condition thereof, I, Edward C Methodist Church Monday for its
was
in
error.
Lysander Bartlett, whose legs were
THREE-room furnished apartment to
held and the remainder of the eve
count
flled
for
allowance
by
Ensign
Payson. In my capacity as Receiver of monthly session. Dinner will be let. all modern 19 Willow street. 182-134
The anthem Sunday morning at
Ot;-. Admr.
the said Rockland National Bank, and
ning spent socially. Those who at badly injured by an automobile which
served
at
noon
by
the
Ladies'
Aid.
the worship at the Baptist Church
FURNISHED apartment to let; also
ESTATE FRANCES E HURLEY, late hereto duly authorized, hereby claim a
tended were Mrs. Madolyn Spear, ran into him throwing him to the
unfurnished apartment. V. F. STUDLEY.
of Rockland, deceased Petition for Per foreclosure of said Mortgage
will be. "The Day That Fixed My
Capt. William Shea of Bath was Tel. 1154 or 330 _________________ 134-tf
SOUTH HOPE
Dated at Rockland. Maine, this
petual Care of Burial Lot flled by F.
Mrs. Blanche C. Lermond. Mrs. Ruth ground, is now able to be cut although
twenty-ninth dav of October 1936
Choice" (Creswelli
Helen Paladlno of Rockland. Admx.
in town Friday calling on friends.
FIVE-room
apartment
on
West
L. Perry. Mrs. Blanche C. Vose, Mrs. it will be several weeks before he is
EDWARD C PAYSON.
BBTATK : EWIS W TAPPAN Jr. late
Meadow road to let Rent reasonable. L.
Rehearsals for the Christmas can
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Taylor re of Milton. Mass. deceased. Petition for Receiver of the Rockland National Bank
Stephen Kelley, who with hls A THURSTON 4S8 Old County Road.
Dorothy Libby. Mrs. Lura M. Libby able to work.
131-8-137
tata "His Natal Day" (Norman, to
appointment cf Trustee, asking that
134-136
family, has spent several summers
and Mrs. Avis R. Brasier.
Mr and Mrs. Odell Eowes were be sung by the Baptist choir, will turned home Friday after two weeks’ Roger Pierce of Milton Mass. be ap
IN Till: DISTRICT COURT OF THE
THREE-room apartment po iet. all
pointed
Co-Trustee
of
the
estate
given
visit
with
relatives
in
Masachusetts
UNITED
STATES
FOR
THE
here
reeelvcd
his
naturalization
Marstin Simmons, who has been I business visitors Monday in Rockland j
Jn Sunda_ night
modern conveniences. 31 Ocean street.
in trust under the Will of the said
DISTRICT OF MAINE
___ _
133-tf
papers Thursday and has become a MINNIE MILES.
Lewis W. Tappan. Jr., without giving
spending a few days in Boston while , Mrs
Chadwlck, who has been | HaUoween was observed ln the and New Hampshire.
Southern Division
FURNISHED apartment to let. 2 rooms,
ten
i„„
.
az
her
sureties
on
hls
bond,
presented
by
said
THE
UNITED
STATES
OF
AMERICA
resident
of
this
town.
on business, has returned home.
flt thfi hQme of her sister, Mrs Vin- | Highlands School bv program of
Mrs. Ella Bowley is gur- ct her Ro?pr piercP
bath, garage. Vacant Nov. 7. Tel. 996
for the use and benefit of
133*135
HAHNEL BROS CO
Thc Overseers of the Poor have
Services at the Federated Church me
for severa, weeks u now m ,
$ recitations and the playlet, daughter. Mrs. Lornie Simmons and , estate lewis w tappan. Jr. late
vs.
TEN-room house on Warren street to
fnmilv in Winnisnuam N H
of Milton. Mass . deceased. Petition for
issued a call for second-hand cloth
for Armistice Sunday will be: Sunday r^gton where she wM visit Mrs ..A 8 k Nlghr
by the tamilj
R W ERICKSON and
in winni.quam.
tl
appointment of Trustee, asking that
let. all modern Improvements; rent
School at 9:45; morning worship at Luiu Morton.
Pullers qunrtav at A
H ath'S Stephen W Phillips of Salem. Mass, be STANDARD ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO ing. Upon investigation they have reasonable. ROBERT COLLINS, Tel. 77.
pupils. After this program, games
Callers bur.aas at A.
t. atn
oppointed Co-Trustee of the estate given
IT JS ORDERED th »t this case be
132-tf
11. pastor s sermon to be entitled. |
found several needy families where
forthwith, and
There will be a business meeting of were played. Adelbert Lane winning were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Merrifield in trust under the will of the said Lewis docketed
HEATED rooms to let. running water.
That the Clerk of .hls Court give the mothers are capable of making.
,
,
__ _
„_J W. Tappan. Jr., without giving sureties
"What Can We Do For Peace ? At
Gentlemen preferred. 29 Beech street,
the Ladies' Guild Tuesday afternoon the prize for pinning on the cat's tail. and son Lawrence of this place and on .hlseebond, presented by said Stephen public notice to all persons who
this service the IFederated Choral ;
,,
.
132-tf
furnished labor or materials for the over garments for their youngsters^ Tel. 1116-R.
,
. .
.
..
,.
at the Masonic dining room and Two witches helped with the serving Mr. and Mrs. Archie Huntlev cf w. Phillips.
prosecution
of
the
wo
k
for
the
exten

FIVE-room downstair apartment to
Association will sing the anthem. I
'
_ m .
ESTATE MARY A LEADBETTER, late sion and remodeling cf the Customs and would be glad to do so if material
let.
$12
month;
lights,
garage,
cellar.
13
. . . _ .
.
plans made for work during the com- of com balls. The school room was vamaen.
, of North Haven, deceased First and
"The Nation s Praise by Norman.! p
House and Post Office at Rockland. COUld be supplied. If anyone having Maverick street.
132*134
decorated in the Halloween colors.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Cousins
and
M
CC
^ve
t
rage.
e
Exx
fOr
allow,n
“
by
Maine,
of
the
pendency
of
these
pro,
...
.
...
...
.
..
The evening service at 7 o'clock will 'ng 'ear
THREE furnlsheu rooms to let. private
ceedlngs and of the right of said credl- I clothing to offer will notify Arthur
bath, for light housekeeping. 65 North
estate abbie e true, late of Cam- tors to Intervene therein, by publishingK. Walker, Chairman, hewill see
be a union memorial service and Dr. I Mrs Maude Overlook visited Friday Boxes of fruit have been sent from son James are stayin’ at the “Skule
Main
street.
127-tf
tp** frr « timp
den- deceased Petition for Confirmation a true and attested copy of this Order
this school to Raymond Williams, and q
...
o.cl ivc ■ nine.
, T,.:i f(( Mkhlg that Horace I Holt of
John Smith Lowe, pastor of the Uni-1 afternoon at the home of Ruth Bojn• Courier-Gazette,
- - FURNISHED apartment. 3 rooms. 2nd
of Court In the
a news that the same Is collected. •
James Nickles patients in Knox
Misses Virginia Dunbar ar.d Edith Warren
be confirmed as Trustee of the paper published ln Rockland. County of
floor. Bath, lights, oil heat, garage if
versalist Church, in Rockland, will j ton.
p. 4 itn rrlfnn In triict lirsrlnr fho Will zhf
S. Constantine of Rockland will be desired. Fine condition. Suitable for
Hospital following operations for ap-|
^,th M;. and . ^Va^TSbi^
.TEu?use
Wl“and
°‘ Knox, and State of Maine, once a week
be the speaker Music will include 1 Messrs. Farnsworth and Blenn who
for three successive weeks, the last guest soloist at the morning service couple. C. A. EMERY Tel. 436-M. 130-tf
r°ndi°itis
i
benefit of Dora F. Moody, presented by publication to be not later than Novem
were at South Liberty drilling reek '
r ?
underwent an Mrs. James Cousins
TWO 4-room tenements to let at 38
Horace I. Holt. Exr.
ber 20, 1936 and by mailing a true and Sunday at the Methodist Church. Mechanic St. suitable for one family If
ESTATE ABBIE E TRUE, late of attested copy of this Order to all known There will also be special music by desl-ed. Lights, flush. MRS W 8. KENfor the read builders, bearded
! operatlon Monday at the ^aeon^
Woods near'hcre are providi:.^ .part
Camden, d^cea^od. .Petition for Con persons supplying labor and materials
MSTQN. 176 Main St . Tel. 874-W. 132-tf
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Prescott while
in Brockhn;
&nd
for the deer hunters.
firmation of Trustee, asking that the as aforesaid, at thelr last known address, the choir and rermon ty the pastor,
NEWLY decorated apt. to let. four
Town of Lincolnville, Waldo County, in at least six days before said November
there. They returned home Sunday. doin„ u^y
Rev. Z. Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Telman. Miss the State of Maine be confirmed as 20. 1936.
rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W.
_________________________
132-tf
JOHN A PETERS.
Lawrence Humphrey, Mrs. Dixon I prank D. Rowe, accompanied by Evelyn Fuller and Mrs. Ella Bowley Trustee of the estate given in,trust for
The November meeting of the
the care of the Abbie E. True cemetery
Judge. U 6. District Court.
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
and daughter Miss Dixon were guests Mrs ROwe attended the meeting of were Surprise guests Friday n ’ht of lot in said Town of Lincolnville, pre
Dated Oct. 22. 1936
Garden Club scheduled for next modern, at 48 Grace St. Tel. 133.
132-tf
COUGH DROP
sented by Horace I. Helt. Exr.
A true copy.
APARTMENT tc iet at corner of
Wednesday night has beer, postponed
medicated with throat-soothing Sunday at the home of W. F. Hatch. Tb3 pjew Englands Superintendents Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Watts of East
Attest:
ESTATE ABBIE E TRUE late of Cam
Union
and
Grove
Sts.
Very
reasonable.
JOHN F KNOWLTON.
ingredients of Vicks VapoRub.
Mr. and Mrs. Cummings and Mr. held Thursday and Friday in Boston Union, the occasion markin’ lh > 35th den. deceased. First account filed for
to Nov. 18. owing to the holiday MRS. LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St 132-tf
Clerk
Miss Eva Grant,, who has ibeen , wedding anniversary of Mr. an 1 Mrs. allowance by Horace I. Holt, Exr.
Maude Howard were business visitors
By Marlon Richards.
Mrs. Mary Spear w.ll be the hostess
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
ESTATE VIOLA T. HALL, late' of
CAMDFN & ROCKChief Deputy Clerk
interectin’ nrrwi-im is heinu mod,,rn APP>V nt CAMDEN
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Abbie D. Watts.
lest Saturday In Augusta.
Union, deceased. First and final account
131-8-U7 anQ an lnieresiing program is being land water co.. Tel. 634.
132-tf

TO LET

Vicks Cough Drop

;
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Every-Other-Day

OCl ETY
The card party given Wednesday
afternoon by the Auxiliary to S.U.V.
resulted in the following prize
awards, Mrs. Caroline Thompson.
Mrs. Agnes Donahue, Mrs Margaret
Bowler and Mrs. Nellie Achorn
Another party will be held at G.A.R
hall next Wednesday afternoon.
The following were prizewinners at
the card party given by Miriam Re
bekah Ledge at Odd Fellows hall
Tuesday afternoon: Mrs. Mary J.
Long. Mrs. John Thompson. Mrs. Levendoski, Nellie Achorn. Mrs. Delia
York, Mrs. John Dolan and Mrs.
Nellie Cunningham. The second in
the series of six of these parties will
be held next Tuesday afternoon with
Mrs. Cora Davis in charge. There
will be a drill meeting for all offlcers
of the lodge Tuesday night.
Priscilla McGraw of 36 Atlantic
street was operated upon Thursday
night for a sudden attack of appendi
citis.

Chummy Club met this week with
Mrs. Flora Fernald. Birch street. The
bridge prizes were won 'by Mrs. Edward
Gonia and Mrs. H. R. Mullen.

The Auxiliary to Knox Hospital
will meet next Tuesday.

Mrs. E. E. Marston of Portland,
spent Friday in this city as the guest
of relatives.
The Relief Corps met Thursday
night and plans were completed for
the annual fair, to be held next
Thursday afternoon. The supper
committee comprised Mrs. Doris
Ames, Mrs. Elizabeth Murray and
Mrs. Bertha Higgins; Mrs Ames and
Mrs. Margaret Rackliffe having
charge of the birthday table. Capl
Henry Huntley, who is confined to
hls bed. with a broken hip, at thc
home of his daughter, Mrs. Eliza
Plummer, was greatly missed, and
members -and friends are wishing
him a speedy recovery.

The card party given Thursday
afternoon by the food committee of
Mrs. Dora E. Crockett, formerly of Relief Corps Fair, with Mrs. Riah
this city, writes to friends that she is Knight as chairman, had nine tables
now at St. Petersburg, Fla . as a in play. Prizes were awarded Mrs
W.C.T.U. State delegate from her A. D. Morey. Mrs. Inez Packard Mrs
Margaret Bowler, Mrs. Mary Long
Winter Park home.
____
Mrs. Willis Anderson. Mrs. Lermond,
The Powells-Ed and Mattie-ar- Mrs John Tompson. Mrs. John
rived at Lake Worth. Fla . last Satur- Flanagan. Mrs. Susie Newbert. Mrs
day. after a fine trip, and they found Llllian McRae and Mrs Elizabeth
the temperature of 90 in the shade ( Murra>
quite a contrast to that in Newbury-' Mrs. Ada Prescott, Mrs. Elizabeth
port. Mass., where they had been i
Williamson and Mrs. Beulah Wot’on
stopping, and where their car froze
were hostesses at the evening meet
up.
ing of Opportunity Class. Thursday
at the First Baptist Church, enter
Miss Anne J. Richmond of Atlantic j
taining 27 members and two guests
City was a guest Thursday <4 her 1 Scripture reading was given by Mi s.
sister, Mrs. E. M. Benner. Broadway.
Prescott and 69 calls reported for
the month of October. Plans were
Sleeper Bible Class will meet Mon
I made for the annual banquet to be
day afternoon at 230 with Mrs. H. I. ! held Wednesday. Nov. 18 at 6 o'clock,
Hix. Masonic street.
with Mrs Elizabeth Williamson, gen
Mrs. H. J. Weisman. Mrs. Herbert eral chairman and Mrs. Alice Karl in
Curtis and Mrs. Vance Norton were charge of the program. The visiting
the prizewinners when W.I.N. Club committee for the month of Novem
met Thursday night with Miss Pearl ber is Mrs. Clara Emery and Miss
Blanche Sylvester.
A program
Borgerson.
under the direction of Mrs. Lorna
Mrs. Mary Ulmer, who has been a Pendleton, included these pleasing
surgical patient at Knox Hospital for numbers: Musical reading, Mrs.
the past two weeks, has returned to Maude Tibbetts. Mrs. Bernard Kale.',
acc.; vocal solos, Mrs. Lillian Joyce;
her home on Gurdy street.
readings. Mn^, Clara Gregory and
John A. Thompson and family. Mrs. Elvic Wooster; vocal solo Mrs.
Pei ley Simmons and Mrs. Nina Lorna Pendleton; and reading, Mis,
Marshall are in Black's Harbor, N. B Alice McIntosh. Refreshments were
called by the death of Mr Thomp served.
son's sister. Miss Anna Connors
Mrs. Carrie Soper is at the home of
Miss Connors was well known here
Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Coombs, Ma
by her yearly visits and at one time
was a clerk at Senter Crane's, where sonic street.
she was well liked by all.

Rockland's first view of the beauti
ful new 1937 Chevrolet will be give::
Saturday at Sea View Garage, 689
Main St. This Is truly a new car.
completely new from bumper to
bumper, the most sensational car in
all Chevrolet's successful history.
133-134

MON.-TUES.
SILK HAT CROOKI
SLEUTH IN SATIN!

At The High School

ARMISTICE BALL

(By the Pupils)

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE

Principal and Mrs. Blaisdell were
among the 27 guests at the sixth
principals' and superintendents' day observance at Gorham Normal School j
. Wednesday.
Various departments j
were visited, followed by a dinner.'
and a program consisting of a play,
music by school orchestra, and glee !
clubs. Stanley Gay and Rose Flana
gan assisted in ushering.
• • • *

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11
Music By

H

EDDIE WHALEN’S
YANKEE AMBASSADORS
Auspices Camden Outing Club
Admission 40 Cents

Boys Glee Club of Junior High
elected these officers Thursday:
President, Christy Adams; vice presi
dent, James Moulaison; secretary,
John Storer;
librarians, Elmer
Havener and George Ellis. The
members Include Dudley Harvey,
; Joseph Anastasio. Harold Blacking| ton, Herbert Ellingwood, Ben Dowlj ing. Arnold Fernald. Harrison Dow,
J Roland Hayes, Phillip French. Arthur
: Sullivan. Clarence deRochemont,
John Storer, Douglas Cooper, Charles
, Huntley, Bob Chisholm, Ritchie Lln1 nell, Carl Kalloch, James Economy,
j Christy Adams, Joseph Pietrosky,
| Donald Borgerson, Sumner Waldron,
I Maynard Green, and Stanley Murray.

THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES

SNOW SUITS
From 3 Year Size Up

Winter Colors—Warm and Beauti
Styled

$3.98 to $13.50
One and Two Pieces
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
Miss Thelma Lee Blackington of)
Naugatuck. Conn., and Robert Nevlson of Waterville were recent guests
of Miss Blackington's parents Mr
and Mrs. L. E. Blackington. They,
attended Saturday afternoon the
Maine-Colby football game.
Friends of Mrs. Daurice (Plummer) j
Seguin will regret to learn that she ’
has entered a hospital In Montclair.
N. J., for an appendix operation.
(
Capt. Henry Huntley, aged Civil
War veteran, who sustained a frac
tured hip by a fall Monday at hls
home, has been made happy by the
many expressions of sympathy of
friends and neighbors, being remem
bered with floral offerings and sun
shine boxes from the various patriotic
orders in the city. The family ls
grateful for all kindnesses during this
period of anxiety.
Capt. and Mrs. A. B Norton have
returned from a hunting trip ln
Washington County. Capt. Norton
brought home a fine buck.

• • • »

STAR THEATRE
Waldoboro
SHOWS START AT

8.00

P. M.

TUESDAY, NOV. 10

“GIRLS’ DORMITORY”
HERBERT MARSHALL
SIMONE SIMONWED.

AND THl'RS. NOV. 11-12

“RAMONA”
LORETTA YOUNG,
DON AMECHE
SATURDAY, NOV.

14

“Dangerous Waters”
JACK HOLT
ROBERT ARMSTRONG
Matinee, 2.30 P. M.
SPECIAL—$10 given away each
Saturday night in three prizes
This Saturday night 3d prize is $8

X-rays In connection with the work
of the Maine School Clinics for the
prevention of tuberculosis of the
lungs were given this week to 43
reacting pupils, at the IRed Cross
rooms by Miss Steele.
• • • •
Donna deRochemont, now a sopho
more at Colby College, has been made
secretary ot the Young Women's
Christian Association.
• • • •
Robert .Allen. U.
M. 1937. has
the distinction of being assistant to
Prof. Packard of the zoology depart
ment.
• • • •
Quarterly exams have been given
this week. Report cards will be out
next week.
• • • ■
Assemblies for the next nine weeks
will be under the direction of the
Junior Class advisors. Miss Haskell,
Miss Salmond, Miss Tower, and Mrs.
Robinson.
« • • •

FOR FIRE HOITIES

AT AMAZINGLY LOW PRICES
IN OUR GREAT

REMODELLING & EXPANSION SALE!
The erection of a large addition to our store with remodelling of
present quarters makes it necessary for us to move some of our
bulky stock at Extremely Low P rices.
GOLD SEAL CONGOLEUM-BIRD’S NEPONSET-ARMSTRONG
These Famous Floor Coverings At

SMASHING LOW PRICES
See Our Windows
Ask Our Prices
Many New Patterns Just Arriving—All Sizes

HEATER SPECIAL

BEDROOM SPECIAL
BEDS, SPRINGS
MATTRESSES
STUDIO COUCHES

Extra Special Values

Limited Time On

All At Amazingly Low Prices For
Quick Sale

ESTATE STOVES
FLORENCE HEATERS
Large Stock To Choose From

STARTLING PRICE SLASHES ON BED ROOM, LIVING ROOM AND
DINING ROOM SUITES—WIDE PRICE RANGE

TERMS;

CASH OR EAS Y PAYMENT PLAN

Stonington Furniture Company

At Monday's Senior and Junior
134-135
High faculty meeting, at which Prin
cipal Blaisdell1 (presided, brief re
ports of one departmental meeting
WALDOBORO
THE SOUTHERN CRUISE Mr and Mrs. K. L. Deymore. who which each teacher attended at the
313-325 MAIN STREET,
have been visiting Mrs. Carrie Miller, j State Convention in Lewiston last
Francis Havener Jr., has upset the
returned Monday to Freeport whence : "’«<*• were given by Sub-principal
well known apple cart and has ap
they will go to Florida as usual for Durrell. Miss Tower, Miss Thompson, parents are urged to visit the schools
peared in first place In the Southern
the winter.
I Miss Brown, Miss Bird, and Mrs. sometime during that week, in bring
Winter Cruise Contest. This lad,
Miss Carrie Stahl and Miss Mary j Spear.
ing about a closer relation between
who for the first few countings was
the home, the school and the pupil
Bane
of
Portland
have
been
in
town
down in twelfth place, has taken a few c'ays.
I Studcnts in 8th srade Literature Thc ^venjng sessions of the High
flight to top honors. Edna Gregory
Mrs Susan Castner has been guest are *’orklnS on scrapbooks of birds gchool and junior High School will
trails him by only
five votes. _
Some
_
her da ughter. Miss Frances Cast- and bird P°ems They are hopeful of
hcld durlng the following week,
wag cast two votes for Alf Landon
obtaining old magazines containing due to other functions taking place
•
ner.
rn
Al
ston,
Mass.
and a prominent Rockland attorney
pictures of birds that could be used in the High School Building. The
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brown of
has one vote at eVt-h counting.
in this work. Tlw following numbers High
evenlng ^on wiu
I Jonesuort lecently visited Mr. and
The standing:
of the National Geographic contain 1 held from 7 to 9 o'clock on WednesFrancis Havener, Jr................. 3197 Mrs. S. L. Brown.
such plates and materials as are i day evening. November 18th. The
Miss Frances Simmons is in Bos
Edna Gregory ....... «.......... .... 3192
needed: October, 1932; January, Junior High School evening session
Vivian Mullen ............................ 3160 ton.
April. July. 1933; May. March, 1934; will be held from 7 to 9 o'clock on
Mrs. Ella Marshall has returned
Arlene Havener ........................ 3156
February. April. 1935; April. 1936,
William Clement has returned from Daisy Oray................................. 2435 from a visit with relatives ln Water and one number on Wild Fowl. If | Thursday evening, Nov. 19.
Massachusetts where he was called Carrie Breen .............................. 2425 bury. Conn.
anyone has materials of this type to |
by *Booth Tarklngtou
Mr. and Mrs. James Waltz have
on business.
Leon Whit'? Jr.
2288
contribute and will notify any 8th haf
for the
c,asg
Charles Mitchell ...................... 2278 been in Portland.
grade student or Miss Nichols, they | p)RJ. and qfter tryout£ Tuesday, thb
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Lovell are
This is the 48th wedding anniver
1637
Vera Ames
coast was announced: "Julian,'’ Fred
sary of Mr. and Mrs. Austin W. Smith Vivian Foster ............................ 1353 guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lovell will be promptly called for.
Haining; Winsora, Barbara Orff;
of 46 Grace street, and it is being William Cross ............................ 1530 in Sanford. During their visit Mr.
The third period senior civics class
quietly observed by that highly Ellen Anderson ........................ 1068 Lovell will address several organiza has been doing outside projects in Tweedie, Frederick MacDonald; Mr.
Castlebury, Maxwell Ames; Mi.:.
esteemed couple, who are moving Clayton McMahon .................. 1013 tions.
connection with the presidential elec
Mrs. Harriet Palmer, who passed a tion. Especially good scrapbooks Castlebury, Eleanor I.Ovk; Mrs
along toward their golden wedding.
week with her daughter, Mrs. H. P. were made by Willis Anderson. Mere Ricketts, Maizie Joy. Ambrose,
Los Angeles county, California, con
James Hayes; Philemon David Cur
The Mission Circle of the First Uni
Mason, has returned to Nobleboro.
dith Dondis. Barbara Orff, Silvia
taining nearly one-fourth of the pop
tis;
Mrs. Aybergone, Snirley Stanley
versalist Church will hold its flrst
Frederick A. Brummitt of Boston Tyler, and Ruth Pike. Reports have
ulation of the state, now has a law
• • • •
.meeting of the new season in the
has
joined
Mrs.
Brummitt
at
their
bcen
p
assed
j
n
by
each
member
of
the
making it an offense to sell or offer
vestry at 2.30 p. m. next Tuesday. The
Wednesday's assembly in Junior. ,
home here.
class
covering
customs
concerning
for sale any dairy product from tu
date for the meeting ls changed from
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. the presidential office, Inauguration High was conducted by the 7-2
bercular herds. This applies to milk,
Wednesday to Tuesday because of
Carl Becker was brought here Tues Day, the presidential campaign of division supervised by Miss Browne,
cheese, dried and condensed milk,
.Armistice Day. The Circle is taking
day from Portland for burial.
1936. the president's life from day to ! at which time an Armistice Program
cream cottage cheese and all other
u.p the study of the lives of the great
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mack have re- day, the history of political parties, 1 was presented. A playlet, "To You A
milk products.
) turned from a trip to Indiana and and the powers and duties of the Torch |was Presented." was given
| religious leaders of history. The first
with Ihis cast: France. Lucille Stan- ,
paper in the series at Tuesday's meet
I Massachusetts.
President.
ley; Peace, Dorothy Peterson; Uncle
•
•
•
•
ing will be .read by one of the new
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey have
members of the society. Miss Annie
; been in Surry for a few days.
Tickets are now on sale for the Sam. John Storer; poppies of Fland
A weekly home room program is presentation of “Ship Ahoy" to be ers, Veronia Murphy; Evelyn Gray,
,M. Ervine of Round Pond. Her sub
ject will be "St. Augustine." Follow
: featured by each class in the Waldo given In the auditorium Nov. 12 and Virginia Haskell, Marie Dodge. Ruth
boro High School. In thc senior room 13. Everyone is bound to enjoy this Johnson, and (Betty Monroe; Sol
ing the meeting tea will be served
! a group presented Thursday the pro- vivacious musical comedy coached dier. Dudley Harvey; Sailor, Elwood
with a committee headed by Mrs.
i per ways of Introduction. In the by Adelaide Cross, in which, before I Hewitt; Red Cross Nurse. Jennie Cot
Annabel Berry as chairman.
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
I Junior room information on sources the final curtain dreps, there are j ton; Liberty, Priscilla Brazier; White
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs have
1 of education outside of school was four weddings in the offing intricate i Stars. Herbert Ellingwood, Bernard
returned from a short trip to Man
discussed. In the sophomore room dancing, and a variety of songs. This 1 Ramsdell, Elwood Hewitt. Earle Lymcchester, N. H., where they were guests
| speeches on the subject of the Ameri- presentation is for the benefit of the 1 burner and John Knight; Trumpeter,
Dudley Harvey. Benedict Dowling led
of Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Archer of that
i can flag were made by students. In P.T.A. milk fund.
• • • •
thc devotional exercises.
city.
the Freshman room preparations
• • • •
At last week's assembly Gaylord W.
' were- made for the assembly to be
Jennie
Thompson
and
Lucy
Douglass, speaker of international
given Tuesday.
A stirring symposium of song was
Thompson entertained 26 guests Fri
In place of Golden Rad Chapter affairs, held the interest of the conducted by Miss Elizabeth Hager 1
day '.night lat a masquerade Hal
O.ES., of Rockland, Wiwurna Chap- I student body with his talk on at Tuesday's assembly. She started
Iter will entertain Tuesday, Crystal j “Thinking it through. June Cook it off with a S-M-I-L-E and every
loween party in the barn at their
Holmes street residence. The scene
Chapter of Damariscotta, Grace of was leader of devotions, and David body continued smiling throughout
was gaily decorated in black and
Thomaston and Pogoina of South Hyler was chairman of the assembly. the whole program. There may have
orange with cornstalks, pumpkins
Later in the day, freshman and been a tew sour notes hit here and
Bristol.
and other Halloween emblems. Mel
senior civics and history classes al»O] there/but it was not meant for a
vina Vinal won the prize for the
| What a value! ... 50 of the fa- i had the opportunity of listening to J concert and we greatiy enjoyed the
prettiest costume and Harvey Curtis
mous Rytex Christmas Cards printed i Mr. Douglass. Hs spoke of world {un wllen „The Boys came Home,"
with your name, and 50 envelopes to | problems, and how they finally | they arr[ved on rather a flat note i
for the funniest. In the festive
match , . . fcr only SI.03, postage 10 J touched Rockland, the history of war i that was £00n remedjed Mrs Rogers j
games, prizes went to Doris Russell,
Melvina Vinal and Harvey Curtis,
cents. Don't fail to see the new , debts, how all nations are concerned j came later and lnjected a little of her J
after
which refreshments were
samples before it is too late, at Thc \ with the -problems of international
into the grou;j The assembly i
Courier-Gazette.
! trade, the fluctuation of money and ' cnded wlth a roar on ..Q Hand Me
served
The guests were Donald
AND UP
Cleveland, Geneva Brazier, Ellison
its effect in everyday business, and Down yiy Bonnet.' Elizabeth Till was
Your Old Range Taken m
world annamentu Mr. Douglass is leader of dtcvotlons andl Reginald
Moon, Maynard Metcalf, Barbara
Exchange
serving as New England Secretary of MacLaughlin was chairman. —James
Harlow. Clara Hallowell. Heman Par
Atlantic Ranges are available in
the* National Council for prevention East.
nell, Harvey Curtis. Doris Russell
Black and All Enamel Finishes
Richard Sullivan. Glenice Thomp
of war and his interpretation of in
• • • »
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
ternational matters was most illumson, George Curtis, Ronald Russell.
Especially designed
Mary Bray has been school steno
aid for nose and
, inatlng and helpful.
Robert Sprowl, Fred Tolman. Donald
grapher this week.
• • • •
upper throat, where
Curtis, Zilda Russell. Earl Howard.
«
••••
mdst colds start.
During
next
week.
Nov.
9
to
15.
the
Melvina Vinal. Grace Thompson and
Used in time, helps
There is room in Boy Scout Troop
I schools of iRockland are co-operating
Kenneth Thompson. Mrs Thompson
prevent many colds
I with the National Education Asso-la- No. 203 for five more members. Any
TEL. 9n0
*
was assisted in serving by Mrs.
! tion and the American Legion, in one wishing to Join see Scoutmaster
313-325 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
George Russell and Mrs. Arthur
47-tl
icks
a
tro
nol
I observing American Education Week. Chick,
Aronson,

TEL. 980

ROCKLAND, MAINE

COMIQUE
CAMDEN—SUNDAY ONLY
2.30 and 7.30

ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN
when EAST MEETS WEST
and things do happen!

GEORGE ARLI5S
{ASTMHBWBI
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUfc SDAY

Atlantic
RANGES

M9.50

HELPS AVOID
MANY COLDS

TODAY
DICK FORAN

in
"TRAILIN’ WEST”

TEL.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

409

V

V

NOW Tl AYING
JANET GAYNOR, SIMONE SIMON

“LADIES IN LOVE"
Shows: Matinee 2. Evening. 6.30 and 8.30. Continuous Sat. 2 to 10.30

V- r„.,Zirh

Every-Other-Day
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(WHITE RIBBONERS

EALM OF
M

EARLY GRADUATES

“GOT DICTATOR VOTE"

Annual Campaign Tor New Program Which Carries Us Fr. Coughlin s Comment
On the National Election
Members Begins Soon—
Back To Days W hen Rockland
High
W
as
Small
Result
Triennial Meeting

Yes, Mr. & Mrs. Customer

it was in your interest we
decided to carry

Father Charles E. Coughlin de
(Contributed)
Showing but slightly the effects of
Beginning with the second week in age a graduation program of Rock clared in a post-election statement
D&H CONE-CLEANED
November, the National Woman's land High School for the year 1879 Wednesday that "both Caesar and
ly Gladyi St. Clair Heistad
Christian Temperance Union starts has been handed into this office The Napoleon were toy soldiers compared
ANTHRACITE
its annual membership campaign. exercises were held in Farwell Hall
to
tlie
power
the
people
voted
to
This has two objectives, the collect (now Masonic Temple' March 21 of
With all unbumable impurities removed—
ThLs question was put to me with Rose Whitmore of Rockland and
r/w
ing of all registered members dues, that year with music by the Orpheus Roosevelt."
in the week—"Why haven't you men Ruth Damery of Camden ln the sec
D&H really gives more heat to the ton.
and the gaining of new members Club. a locally noted orchestra of1 The founder of the National Union
/
tioned in your column the death of tion from University of Maine .)
that
period.
The
teachers
were
,
It is also even burning and easily con
The attendance was more hearten The first is known as the Hold-Fast Franklin F Phillips A B., principal for Social Justice and the indorser of
Ossip Gabrilowitsch. famous both as
Campaign, every union having a paid
trolled. Altogether, you’ll find it the most
Representative William B Lemke,
pianist and conductor?" My best ing than in some previous years, as
up membership for the new year, by Jennie E. North, first assistant, and
satisfactory fuel that you’ve ever burned.
it should be in recognition of the
third
party
Presidential
candidate,
answer is to speak of that now.
March 1 .will be known as a Hold- Emma J Clark second assistant. Th<.
Ossip Gabrilowitsch died Sept. 14 splendid work and effort being put
asked:
"Does
Roosevelt
aspire
to
be
a
class
motto
was
"Scientia
Est
Poten!
Fast Union, and will be listed in the
at Detroit where he had been ill for forth by Mr. Sprague. It is encour
Honor List in the Union Signal. Spe tia." The program is here repub dictator?"
aging.
too.
to
see
Knox
County
send

several weeks. His breakdown oc
"May God bless him with intelli
cial
plans will be made by each local lished because of the interest it still
curred after a winter of intensive ing a group of singers to participate
possesses at this remote day:
gence and wisdom, the “Radio Priest"
for
a
“
Roll
Call
Rally"
for
gathering
activity. He was one of the most in the chorus. May their number in
said, "and may the Holy Ghost in
in the dues. The other part is the Overture—"Pirates of St. Domingo."
Isenman
celebrated pianists of his period, and crease to reach the proportions of
519 MAIN ST.
TEL. 487
spire him not to abuse this tremen
Orpheus Club
campaign
for
'New
Members."
from
latterly also an outstanding baton the old Maine Festival days in Port
Prayer
dous
power."
Nov.
I
to
May
1.
Rev Wm. T. Stowe
figure. He was born on Jan. 26. 1878, land!
"All over the world there is the ten
Its objective in Maine is 1000 new Salutatory—(Latin i
• • • •
in St. Petersburg, and studied piano
Frank Greenwood Richardson
dency against democracy: to place
members. Shibboleth "We'll Tell the Class History
One
oi
tne
survivors
cf
the
roman

in that city under Rubinstein and in
A4»*
—i
power in the hands of strong leaders.
| World." Courier (messenger sent on Essay—"TheLillian
Reality of Duty"
Vienna with Leschetizky. composition tic pianistic days is Moriz Rosenthal,
Does Roosevelt aspire to be a dicta
Leila bdwsras ........ster
important business* is one who secures
who
will
tour
the
United
States
this
w’ith Liadoff and Glazounoff. and
State; John Y. MacKane. 1149 in New
Idylle Tim Elsterthale."
Bauer tor? He could be if he wants to be; for Social Justice was disappointing. <one
or
more
new
members.
Award,
A
Orpheus Club
others. His American debut was season, and is scheduled for a New
York State. (FTlends, the 1884 cam
he said. “Less than 10 percent of the
Essay
—
“
The
Past
and
Present"
the
people
gave
him
that
power.
Blue Ribbon. Envoy (one represent
made in New York in 1900. After York appearance on Nov. 29 at CarLucy Frances Andrews
paign was a warm one!).
members
voted
for
their
own
pro

“It would be unintelligent.” he con
—"The Philosopher s Stone"
1918 he was the regular conductor of negie hall. He made his American ing the W.C.T.U. interviewing an EssayGeorglena
Wages in the shipyard for a 10-hour
gram.
”
Delphena
Sweetland
tinued. "for us to oppose such an
Intermission
the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, debut 49 years ago. Sixty years ago i outsider* is one who secures five or
day were $2 50 to $2 75; taxes about
Father Coughlin will broadcast to
overwhelming
vote.
The
American
more
new
members
Award.
A
Golden
Selection
—
"Ernanl."
Verdi
filling this post with distinction and he was a pupil of Liszt at Weimar. He
Orpheus Club
Just for a moment let us go back *1375 a thousand on real estate.
people are entitled to what they ask night at 8 reviewing the results of the
also making guest appearances with is now a “sprightly young man" of Ribbon. Ambassador of Good WiU, Poem—"Scientia est Potentta''
election.
50 years for a few facts. The popula- 1 Postage for flrst class was two centA
Imogene Parker
I
(an
official
representative
of
high
(for;
if
the
people
are
dissatisfied
with
j
other American ensembles, notably 74. still one of the most active pian
Essay—"Pleasures of the Imagination"
tion of the United States and terri- ' an ounee or fraction thereof Postal
i their vote, I hope they can take it on
Addle Myra Thomas
the Philadelphia Orchestra. He is ists in Europe. Last spring he gave I rank* is one who secures ten or more Essay—"Leallets
tories
according to the census of 1880 No*,es' Any amount under 15 may be
ol
Memory"
Vinalhaven
&
Rockland
| the chin.”
survived by his wife. Clara Clemens, a series of seven historical recitals in new members. Award. A Royal PurHattie Augusta Watts
was
50.155.783;
St. George 2875; New purchased at any money order office
Asked
about
the
future
of
the
Naj
Waltzes
—
"Ball
Klange.'
Lumbye
pie
Ribbon.
World
Citizen,
is
the
Steamboat Co.
daughter of Samuel Clemens ( "Mark London, at which he programmed 100
Orpheus Club
York
city,
$1,206,299;
Philadelphia. for three cents, order payable within
Tonal Union for Social Justice. Father
one who has secured the largest num Class Prophecy
compositions.
CHANGE OF TIME
Twain").
Annie Laurie Campbell
847.170;
Brooklyn,
N.
Y„ 5666C3; three months. Money orders to $10,
Coughlin answered by asking, “what
• • a •
ber of new members in her State.
Effective September 16, 1936
Valedictory—'The Golden Fleece"
eight cents; $10 to $15, ten cents; step
Chicago, 503.185; Boston, 362.189.
is the future of the Republican
Oliver Leslie Bartlett
Subject To Change Without Notice
Leonard Liebling commenting on
The Tabernacle organ recitals at Award, a Globe Pin.
rate, $80 to $100. forty-five cents.
Oalop
—
"Tramway."
Gobbaerts
Dally
Except
Sunday
I
party?
”
The United States is to be hostess
There were 38 states and 10 terri-!
his passing in Musical Courier said: Salt Lake City which are broadcast
Orpheus Club
Steamers were the Boston. Bangor,
VINALHAVEN LINE
"The National Union may be com- '
tories in the United States. Stand- i
"The passing of Ossip Gabrilowitsch over the air. have been offering much to the biennial meeting of the World's Awarding Diplomas
STEAMER:
Cambridge. Katahdin and Penobscot.
A L. Tyler
pared to Joe Louis In his recent fight
Leaves Vinalhaven at 8 00 A. M., ar ard time had just been adopted by i
removes a rare and highly esteemed fine material, “including at least one WC.T.U. June 4-9. 1937. Washington.
Boze
riving at Rockland at 9.20 A. M. Return
personality from American musical world premiere of a totally unknown D. C. To help make possible a large
Mrs. Murphy—"What! You're going against Max Schmeling. Our air now ing. leaves Rockland at 2 45 P. M , ar this country — Eastern, Central.. Somerville, Mass . Nov. 4.
Mountain and Pacific. Grover Cleve-'
life. In this country, where he had composition by a great master"— attendance of delegates and visitors to sell up and marry that hardup is a trip to the showers, and a new > riving at Vinalhaven at 4.00 P. M.
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
land was President.
i
-----------------made his home since 1914. and of "Girl on a White Horse" by Debussy. in Washington there will be no na lodger of yours? What on earth are (raining camp for our comeback, if STEAMER:
and when it is required "
In 1884 the popular vote for Blaine
Now ls the time to order Rytex
which he was an adopted citizen, the Of course the program recorder's tional convention is 1937.
Leaves Swans Island at S.30 A. M..
you going to live on?"
Father Coughln said the results of Stonington 6.30. North Haven 7.30: due was 4 851.981 with 182 electoral votes; ! Printed Stationery for Christmas givThe World's President is not only
eminent pianist and conductor of the Lady Godiva item turned out to be
Mrs. O'Flynn—“We 11 be all right
at Rockland about 8.45 A. M. Return
the
election “were a complete sur ing. leaves Rockland at 2.15 P M. North Cleveland. 4 874586 with 219 electoral lng ... $1.00 a box. postage 10 cents,
willing
but
desirous
that
we
should
Detroit Symphony Orchestra, was not La fiUe aux cheveux de lin—The Girl
The poor fellow owes me enough to
Haven 3 30, Stonington 4 45; due at
votes and 563,154 votes in New York £ee the latest samples at The Courierhave a membership demonstration on keep us in comfort for years."—Mont prise" to him.
only one of the chief musical I with the Flaxen Hair.
Swan's Island about 6.00 P. M.
112-tf State; Blaine 562 005 in New York Oazette.
luminaries, but also a beloved figure, I
j
“
Membership
of
the
National
Union
the program This offers us an op real Star.
• * . .
a kindly and gracious mentor to'
portunity we never had before and
LOST OCTOBER
many younger musicians. He had There never comes a day like this a]1 may never have again. With a united
long stood for the highest ideals of!
gold
effort we can “tell the world" a story
shining like a bubble tn the sun.
|
in
pictures which will rebound to our
musical culture: The musical world And
But I recall the afternoon I told
mourns the disappearance of a bril You I d no time for play: work must be ’ credit. For this demonstration we
donel
liant and humane artist of wide I
shall build before the eyes of the con
Work
must be done, and there the gold
sympathies.”
vention a huge map of the United
day wasted.
• • • •
And there the mellowness of earth and States. Each State President will
sky
The contents of Eddie Cantor's tivo 1
And leaf and air went hour by hour place upon a giant framework a
New York homes were auctioned off
untasted
replica of her State, bearing a design
well ln such as I!
this week. Because the movie star, For scruples sown too Elaine
V Fmans i to indicate the number of new mem
ln Good Housekeeping
also stage and radio star, spends 10 j
bers secured during the campaign.
months of the year in Hollywood, he
Each will fit in its place after the
has decided to live there permanently, j
,A WALDOBORO 'MAN maner of a jigsaw puzzle. When
The pieces sold at auction came from
completed it will “Tell the World' the
his town home, a duplex apartment •
story
of our membership campaign
at the San Remo, 134 Central Park Now Heads Directorate of
Some may ask why it is necissary
West, and from his landscaped tenAuburn Production Credit for the WjC.T.U. to put on a cam
acre estate with its 17-room Tudor
paign for dues and members every
Association
residence at Great Neck. Long Island.
year. Because the local member and
Among the articles was the first piece
Foster Jameson of Waldoboro ha, her dues ($1 00* are the sinews of the
that Cantor bought with the earnings
organization. She is the local Coun
from his first Ziegfeld show. It is a been elected to the board of direc
ty, State. National and World's or
tors
of
the
Auburn
Production
Credit
meticulously inlaid kingwood escitorre
ganization. Her dues are the funds
with ormolu mounts. The collection | Association to fill the vacancy
which make possible the united pro
also included a love-seat and a com- cause(j by the death of Wallace G. gram. there are no other dues.
mode of the Louis XV period. English Dascombe of Livermore Falls.
This money goes to maintain State
period furniture. Georgian silver and I _
,
.
,, ,
. . .
.„
One of the organizers of the farm executive officers, secretaries and pubSheffield plate, rugs and bric-a-brac.;
credit co-operative. Mr Jameson was j bcations, the national admin.strat.on
building at Evanston. Ill., with naFrom the press of Elkan-Vogel Co., also one of Its first directors, but
tional officers and department direc
Inc.. Philadelphia, comes “Tiny Tales iesigned in 1934 when the number of
tors, the national publishing house
for Harpist Beginners, by Carlos mtmbers on board was reduced from
which publishes the Unicn Signal, a
Salzedo. Ten brief pieces for the
six to five. His election to the board weekly journal of social welfare, the
young harpist, each with a descrip
Young Crusader, a monthly magazine
tive title of romantic nature. The holds until the next annual meeting
for children, and a large quantity of
of
stockholders
early
in
1937
when
a
collection is edited with exemplary
care and provides practise in some regular election of the directors will temperance literature, distributed
NEW ALL-SILENT,
SAFETY PLATE GLASS
throughout thc world. It is said the 1
of the elementary problems of harp be held.
ALL-STEEL BODIES
ALL AROUND
Now
in
Its
third
seasor
the
Auburn
W.C.T.U.
does
more
with
a
dollar
playing. There is a slightly modern
(With UN I STEEL Turret Top Construction)
(xl no extra cost)
Production
Credit
association
has
than
any
other
organization.
The
harmonic tinge to some of the works,
Wider, roomier, more luxurious, and the
The finest quality, clearest-vision safety
made
151
loans
this
year
for
$87,000.
socner
dues
are
paid
in
the
larger
the
and the general spirit is one of Gallic
first all-steel bodies combining silence
plate glass, included as standard equipment.
Each farmer who borrows from the program, the more education can oe
charm and spirit.
with safety.
credit
co-operative
becomes
a
mem

put acros- The need today is urgent.!
• • • •
GENUINE FISHER
Shura Cherkassky, pianist, now in ber of it, and the assocation now has
NEW DIAMOND CROWN
Europe, includes in his engagements over 125 farmer-members In southern
NO DRAFT VENTILATION
SPEEDLINE STYLING
on this side of the Atlantic an ap Maine. Loans made in the past three BATH’S NEW HISTORY
Eliminating drafts, smoke, windshield
pearance with the Montreal Sym seasons amount to $269,000.
clouding — promoting health, comfort,
Making
thia
new
1937
Chevrolet
the
Dr John A. Ness of Auburn ls the A Pretentious Publication
phony Orchestra. His New York reci
amarteat and moat dialinrtive of all lowsafety.
tal. to be at Town hall, is slated association's president, and the other
Which Offers,a Hint As
priced care.
directors are Herbert W. Peck of
for Feb. 6.
To Rockland
SUPER-SAFE SHOCKPROOF
...
j Winthrop, vice-president; W. H.
IMPROVED GLIDING
. x STEERING*
Those who attended the concert in; Conant of Buckfield. and Hamlyn
A new history of Bath has just
It’s the newest of all low-priced cars ... new
(at no extra eoal)
KNEE-ACTION RIDE*
Bangor, given by the Eastern Maine j N. Robbins of Scarboro. Vaughn H. been published by The Times Co., of
(at no ntra cm)
Musical Association Oct. 29. have Cogswell is the association secretary that city. It is a 576-page book sub
Steering
so
true
and vibrationless that
in every feature, fitting and fabric... also the
Proved hy more than two million Kneebrought back enthusiastic reports, in charge of the office at the New stantially bound, contains 66 pages
driving is almost effortless.
Action users to be the world's safest,
both of the excellent work done by Auburn Savings Bank Bldg., Auburn. of halftone engravings and nine
most thoroughly safe, the most thoroughly
smoothest ride.
The association is set up to finance maps and plans. It fills a long felt
the Russian Symphonic Choir, and
PERFECTED HYDRAULIC
proved, the most thoroughly dependable.
the Bangor Symphony Orchestra and farmers for the growing of crops or want of a new and complete version
BRAKES
NEW HIGH-COMPRESSION
festival chorus, the two latter under for the purchase of livestock or of the unique story of that city and
(With Double-Articulated Brake Shoe Llnkaja)
equipment.
the direction of Adelbert Wells
VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE
N Saturday, November 7, Chevrolet will present the brilliant
was made possible by a bequest for
Recognized everywhere as the safest,
Sprague, one of Maine's outstanding
that purpose made by the late Hon.
successor to the only complete low-priced car—Chevrolet for
Much more powerful, much more spirited,
smoothest, most dependable brakes ever
figures in music. The reviews gave
Edward C. Plummer.
aJTTthe thrift king of its price class.
MICKIE SAYS—
1937, the complete car—completely neiv. You’ll want to see it, for
built.
elaborate accounts of the Choir, yet
It was written by Col. Henry W.
it
reveals
an
even
greater
measure
of
superiority
over
its
field
than
several who had heard the Don Cos
Owen. Jr., fbr many years editor of
the fine car which in 1936 set a new all-time high in Chevrolet sales.
THIS MAV NOT BE THE
sacks said their work in no ways com
the Bath Times, and later postmaster.1
LARGEST TO9JU 114 THE LAUO,
Chevrolet for 1937 is new all through . . . new in the unequaled
pared—that the Don Cossacks were
Of
the
45
chapters.
33
are
devoted
|
Burr A lot of people live
far ahead in both voices and musici
beauty of its Diamond Crown Speedline Styling . . . new in the
to this running story of the origin,
HERE, ARID THEV ALL
anship. Possibly the Choir's program
growth and development of Bath,
unmatched comfort and safety of its All-Silent, All-Steel Body
SPEWD MOWEH, AND THEV
lacked the suggestion of “monotony"
AU, REAP THIS NEWSPAPER;
each dealing with a period or phase
. . . and most excitingly new in the greatly increased power and
SO IF VOU WANT SOME
that the Don Cossacks give, as its
of the 331-year long story in its ap
acceleration
of its High-Compression Valve-in-Head Engine. Then,
OF THIS MOKIEV, ADVERTISE
body includes both men and women,
propriate choronoioglcal and his-I
IM OUR COLUMNS
too,
this
thrilling
motor ear is proved all through. It embodies all the
and interspersed in the choral num
torical relation. The remaining 12
extra-value
features
which have made Chevrolet dependable and
bers are solos, duets, and other ef
chapters are assigned each to a par
complete
beyond
any
other car in its price range.
fects. iThlir numbers represented
ticular subdivision of local history
such composers as Lvov. Rachmanin
See and drive the complete cur—completely new. Let your own
seeming to require such separate
off. Archangelsky. Chopin, Rimskytreatment, as streets and roads, the
good judgment tell you that it's the outstanding value of 1937!
Korsakov and Tchaikovsky, and of
public schools, the churches, the
CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
course several of the traditional folk
cemeteries, the parks, the Fire de
melodies. The costuming was most
partment. shipbuilding, the banks,
ALL THESE FEATURES AT CHEVROLET’S LOW PRICES
picturesque. There were nine women
dramatic societies, benefactions and
*Kner.Action and Shockproof Steering on Master De Luxe models only. General
and eight men, and one attendant
military organizations. Chapter XLV
Motors Installment Plan—monthly payments lo suit your purse.
comments—“The missing man must
comprises a complete list of the more
have been a tenor!"
Important civil officers, from the
The orchestra did notably fine
FOI ECONOMICAL TRANtFOBTATlON Z
A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE
organization of the Town of George
1 CHEVROLET.
work, particularly in the Valse Triste,
town in 1738 to date, to which is ap
by Sibelius. Done by the string sec
pended a condensed summary of City
tion. this number was conceded to
cf Bath finances from 184o to 1935
be the outstanding offering of the
Inclusive.
evening. The chorus gave one number
The whole work reflects much
689 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL 1250
—“Land of Our Hearts" by George
credit upon the author and places
W. Chadwick—memorably performed,
his name high among the many well
Barker’s Garage, Union
Peaslee & Ross, Vinalhaven
Carroll’s Garage, Thomaston
tinteresting to note the names of
known historians of Maine.
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